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VOLUME 16

ALHUQUKKQUK, NEW MEXICO, FH I DAY AFTERNOON, APRIL

THE PRE SIDEMT'S
PL HAS
TOUR
Is Receiving Grand Ovations
From Many Cities

for which he gave his life today. On
the evening of January 18, he and Al
ert Hampe, who Is now awaiting trial
harged with M:v.;r, entered Into a
plan to escf ; r.
Watchman Cas- Santa Fe Murderer Die J Cool dos was t:'. ?d a I n was about to
ock the prh.cncr3 :; and put Into a
The keyc were taken away from
cell.
and Unconcerned.
him and his shooting irons. They could
have escaped, but waited for Jailor Gal- legos for over half an hou f.s they had
DIED AT 9 O'CLOCK TKIS MORNING
In for him and ref.'r.e.l to escape
until they had settled l.'.n. Ke finally
ame an.' o:.o of them shot him down
etails ot the Crime for Which Ha In cold I b.v.d without giving him a
ills life. Telles ear s Hampe
chance
I Laaipe says Telles did
hot him
W25 Exscutsd.
the Job. 1h.- ja:br waa a popular and
an influence I tsan In th'a city. He
as nian'e-- and bad served as city
HE CITIZEN INTERVIEWED LAW'S YiCTiM
a a member of the A.
marshal nvi

Tcmah. The school children will be
conspicuous In the parade with flags
end emblems.

TELLESHANGED

Break In Mississippi Levee.
New Orleans, La., April 3. From
Vicksburg, a Arm of cotton men of this
city have just received the following
telegram:
"Market advancing on reports of a serious break in the levee
near Lake Providence. It is a fine cotton country and mountainous levee." A
similar rumor of a break In that vicinity comes from Natchez and Monroe.

t.'i.-h!-

NUMBER 420

1903

ESCAPED CONVICTS TAKEM
Eight Captured by Arizona
Rangers in Utah.

Another Achievement of Science.
Y
London, April 3. An Interesting
series of demonstrations have been
given at Alexandra palace of apparatus for transmission and reception of
Finals and speech through the ground
Experiwithout the use of wilts.
'
:
IT. W.
ments wholly successful even to the
rot car.turcd. although
Telles
vra
by
means
exploding
Special
bombs
to
Citizen.
The
extent of
put upon h'.s tracks,
were
loodhour.ra
Santa Fe, April 3. Jose Telles
of earth currents without wires. The
j t!o
Salt Lake, Utah, April 3. An effort Pay. The vessel Is so closITadison, Wis., April 3. The visit home at Santa Fe tonight, and Colonel ralue of theFe tests for practical warntll Febiv.aiy 9. To A. B. Baca, of
swung Into eternity at 10 seconds
anl- - '
captain
will
lu
fugitive
led
shore
the
to
brother
the
a
that
to
capaid
belongs
Marcial,
of
of President Roosevelt made this an Llewellyn will proceed to his home at fare wis conceded by military experts.
honor
the
San
of 9 o'clock this morning. 'The
with those gathered
tiring Telles, who was apprehended capture last night of George Parry and communicate
ve.itful day for the Wisconsin state Las Crures.
man went to his death
condemned
two convicts who es- there, but neither the passengers nor
Hunt,
the
John
cayital. The presidential special arheading
for
was
WIRES DOWN.
Marcial
near
and
San
County Committees.
bravely, and smoked a cigar until
rived on scheduled time from Chicago
his old home In Sonora, Mex. For this caped from the state penitentiary last the crew have as yet been able to leave
Col. W. II. H. Llewellyn, chairman Heavy Storm In Chicago Cuts Off Telea few seconds before the drop.
guest
distinguished
i
morning.
The
thl
clever piece of work In arresting a des Tuesday. Miss Tarry, sister of the the ship. There Is a very heavy swell
of the territorial reception committee,
Priests ' were with him all the
graphic Communication.
wen met by officials of the state and has sent invitations to the following
perado of Telles' stamp the legislature convict, left her home In the city last o.i and unless help arrives before the
morning. Telles did not sleep but
Chicago, April 3. This city was alvessel will
night carrying a bundle of clothing ana tide comes In, the
gave Baca a check for $500.
city and escorted to the state capital citizens of the territory, to serve on
lay on his bed all night. He ate a
food. Oflr:er who had been watching undoubtedly go to pieces.
scaffold
to
building. Thousands of men, women the committee at the teception to most entirely cut off from telegraphic
In
march
his
the
Telles
light breakfast, and was taken
an;', children, Including many visitors President Roosevelt and party, which communication with the outside world
ore a new brown suit, white shirt and the house shadowed the woman for
from his cell six minutes of 9
prevailLadrones Routed.
a
which
storm
as
of
the
result
fro;-.collar,
and black tie. The hangman's several miles until she had crossed the
the surrounding country, throng- will be given In Santa Fe May 5. It
o'clock. When on the scaffold he N
Manila. April 3. A force of troops
early part of the day, acon
met
brother
her
and
Jordan
river
an
rope
of
noose
was
a
ed the space about the railroad is the earnest desire of those having ed during the
spoke to the spectators as fol- Capwind,
companied by a high
the Saltalr beach railroad tracks. He and constabulary, commanded by
station and lined the streets leading the reception in charge that all named reaching the velocity northeast
X Inch In thickness and the drop was a
lows:
Perry, overtook and routed on the
A
gale.
a
tain
of
with
together
surrounded,
once
was
at
hree and a half foot one.
to the capital. Business houses and In the following list shall serve In heavy fall of wet snow caused the tele
"Gentlemen, excuse me if I
shore of Lake Mainit, March SI, the
residents were brightly decorated In person.
This talk about Telles not being able his sister and was forced to lead the band of convicts and ladrones who rehave offended you. I want you to
go down In all direcgraph
to
wires
complace
hiding
his
of
to
the
officers
to
pleading
was
he
what
to
understand
honor of the occasion. Arriving at the
The Citizen prints the list of Bernapardon and pray for me. I have
cently attacked and held for a time.
and covered the streets with two
when he was taken before Judge Mc- - panion. Hunt was found 100 yards possession of Surlago, Island of 'Min
capital the President was conducted lillo, Valencia and Sandoval counties: tions
pro- S prayed for everyone and want to N
which
slush,
inches
of
foot
made
bank.
a
away,
sand
beneath
hidden
If a man ever had a
to the senate chamber where he was
N Fle Is all bosh.
Bernalillo County C. F. Myer, C. C. gress extremely difficult. The temperbe forgiven."
danao.
ictter talk and explanation on the sub Both men readily surrendered to the
introduced by Governor LaFollette and Han, O. L. Brooks, M. W. Flournoy, ature was near the freezing point. Danblessing,
passed
priests
the
The
wept piteously and begged
officers,
but
we
and
it
it,
doubt
Telles
ject
than
briefly addressed the assembled memV. S. Striekler, M. S. Otero, Frank ger signals were displayed on the lake, N then Telles spit a cigar out of his
Bloody Battle.
He the officers not to shoot. The girl
was In English and Spanish, too.
bers of the state legislature and others Sturges, Thomas S. Hubbell, George and vessels have been warned not to
Berlin, April 3. A dispatch from
saying, "Good bye, my
mouth,
brother
and
her
arms
around
threw
her
pleaded guilty at the time of his arwho filled the hall to overflowing . An Neher, G. W. Harrison, M. D., J. H.
Constantinople to the Lokal Anzelger,
boys," just as the noose was
venture out. Official weather predic
aignment and when he was sentenced pleaded for his life.
Informal reception followed, after Wroth, M. D., L. H. Chamberlln, D. D. tions are for a continuance of the N slipped over his head.
dated at noon today, announces that
wuich the distinguished visitor was S., F. A. Hubbell, J. J. Sneridan, Chas. storm throughout the day and tonight
reiterated It two or three times.
the Bulgarian nomads and the Turkish.
Rangers Capture Outlaws.
After the drop it was four and a
Arizona
special
driven Immediately to the
K. Newhall, Nelil B. Field, C. M.
Ariz., April 3 Captain Ryn-nln- troops In Okhreida district have fought
Tucson,
before
the
doctors
half
minutes
train awaiting to convey him to MilAlejandro Sandoval, F. J. Otero,
pronounced that hia heart had X
of the rangers, has Just been ad- a battle and that 1,000 men were killed
TAKING PRECAUTIONS.
DISTRICT COURT.
waukee,
Pedro Perea, W. G. Hope, M. D., Dr.
stopped beating. His neck waa X
vised that Fred Barfoot, assisted by or wounded.
Pearce, B. Ruppe, E. W. Spencer, Juan
rangers Felton and Peterson, and sevbroken in the drop. The body was
Brief Stop at Waukesha.
Storm in Colorado.
C. Armljo, Justo R. Armljo, John Lee,
county officers, attacked the DavlB
N
by
seven
cut
Sheriff
Kinscll
eral
down
3
Ten
Wis., April
Wauskesha,
Denver, April 3. Train service of all
to
W. D. Lee, R. E. Leather- - William
MonHarry
country
Lee,
B.
Objections
Sons
Raise
F.
on
Lantry
drop.
Rock
Telles
In
Black
minutes
cabins
the
after
Clifford
Cleared
of the
thousand people greeted the president man, George F. Albright, Noah Ilfeld,
who. It is the Colorado mountain roada la badly
day and captured-rlgUtjnen- ,
N smiled while bidding god bye to X
when his special train drew In at the P. F. McCanna, J. H. O Rielly, T. J.
today, owing to a general
'
stealing
Saloons.
been
alleged,
- cattle. crippled
In
his cell.
his friends
bavf"
Charge of Murder.
shortly be. Northwestern station here
tqrm of yesterday, and rock slides and '
A. J. Maloy, J. W. Edwards, R.
a
Curran,
hot
and
were
Surrounded
They
after
fore 1 o'clock this afternoon. The W. D. Bryan, B. S. Baker, Thomas
- reported la
fi&ht. compelled to yield, and were snow slldea"rtch
Another Account of th- Hanging.
station and neighboring buildings were Hughes, D. A. Macpherson, Louis Ilalarming number. The western and
o
EXPLOSIVES
9
FEAR
jail
Solomonvllle.
3.
THEY
April
at
In
At
cickk
placed
Fe,
the
Santa
ASSAULT CASE ON 7RIAL.
handsomely decorated and a band play' feld,
southern parts of the state has been al- Ernest F. Meyers, Alfred Gruns-feld- ,
this morning Jose Telles was
ed patriotic airs as the train came to
Row.
Saloon
most entirely cut off from telegraph
Arizona
Montoya,
Hopkins,
N
M.
R.
Nestor
S hanged In the jail yard by Sheriff
a stop. As the stay here was limited E. S. Stover, Frank W. Clancy, W. E.
Tucson, Ariz.. April 3. The big and telephone communication.
will
be
at
saloons
established
No
a
sight
few
and
N
within
Kinsell,
vs.
William
territory
case
of the
The
to a halt hour the only feature of the Dame, Tomas C. Gutierrez, E. V. ChaMountalnalr, the new town on Abo adobe saloon at Naco was the scene of
feet of the crime he expiated, the
program was a brief address of wet vez, O. N. Marron, C. E. Newcomer, Clifford, charged with murder In the
John Crosaen was
An agreement has teen signed by
Pass, or any other place, but Belen another fight.
GalEpitaclo
murder of the jailer,
come on behalf of the city followed by Fred Fornoff, W. B. Chllders, John H. third degree an equivalent of man
deputy sheriff all the barbers of the city to close their
by
Wilson,
Frank
cut-ofkilled
f
along
Fe
of
Santa
the
the
line
In
an
address
legos.
made
He
was
common
law
slaughter
the
at
a response from the president. Cheers Stlngte, F. A. Jones, A. E. Walker, J.
now In course of construction.
This of Cochise county, who was called Into respective places of business at 11
Spanish to the twenty witnesses
loud and long went up from the as C. Baldridge. H. E. Fox, O. W. Strong, tried yesterday, and at the conclusion
the saloon to Interfere In a fight In o'clock a. m. hereafter on Sundaya and
by
Lantry
Sons,
decided
the
has
been
pulled
was
hood
present.
As
the
sembled crowd as the train departed Andres Romero, George Arnot, W. T. of the case for the territory the court
which Crossen was engaged with an- holidays.
greater
will
contractors,
who
build
the
away
the
over his head he threw
instructed the jury to return a verdict
for Milwaukee.
man.
other
conse
as
new
a
road,
part
and
of the
McCreight, Harmon Wynkoop.
cigar he was smoking and yelled Si
of not guilty on the ground that the
Valencia County Solomon Luna, evidence was insufficient jto warrant
THE HEARST VISIT.
in English: "Good bye, my boys." S quence there will be little or no trouble
Home Guards Not Soldiers.
among the laborers employed at the
PLANNING FOR PRESIDENT. Martin Sanchez, Carl A. Dalies, Felipe a conviction.
The drop dislocated his neck. Be
The principal witness
Duluth, Minn., April 3. Members of
different camps.
Chavez, John Becker, Rev. J. V. Ral- for the territory was Fiances, the pret
fore dying he confessed having
the home guard organized during the
Lantry Sons have learned by experi- civil war were not part of the United
Here, Carlos Baca, Demetrlo Vallejo, ty
killed a man near Bowie station,
slBter of the boy who
ence that liquor invariably causes States army, according to a decision Congressman Hearst and Party Will
William F. Wittwer, Dr. W. D.
Ariz., and a man at Kennedy, N.
was killed, and who was playing In
Gov. Otero and Col. Llewellyn Here
trouble, and not only causes trouble, by Secretary Hitchcock.
Dr. Charles E. Fitzwllliams, the front yard of their home from
having
a
killed
M., but denied
The ques
be Here in a Few Days.
Huning, Jacob which her brother started across the
X but weakens the men physically and tlon arose over the contested right of
Scholle,
Fred
Frederick
which
he
Cruces,
of
Las
man
at
on Reception Business,
required
Chaves.
guard
was accused. His bearing on the Si they are not able to do the
home
street for the purpose of learning
Missouri
of
the
a member
work. Then a great deal of the work to obtain
Sandoval County E. A. Miera,
gallows was stoic. Six years ago
when a dog show was to begin, when
the privileges of a soldier In
A
by
blasting.
Is
Canyon
PEOPLE SHOULD ENTERTAIN.
done
Abo
in
H.
B.
Baca,
Baca, Manuel
on the same day and hour the four
he was run down. The little girl or
entering government land. The deTO BE MET AT SANTA FE.
man Is a very unreliable cision will affect many pieces of prop
Shaw, I. Freudenthal, Ignacio Gutier- no other eye witness could testify to
Borregos boys were hanged In the
person to handle explosives. Not only erty all over the United States, on
rez, J. M. Sandoval.
having seen the hack prior to the run
same jail yard, no hanging having
At the meeting the other night of
is he liable to blow himself up, but which proof has been made,
McKinley County Alex. Bowie, L. ning down of the boy, and she and S occurred at Santa Fe since then.
Governor Otero and Hon. W. H. H L. Henry, William H. Morris, S. E.
the executive committee of the Terricverv thlna; and every body In the
only able to say
were
witnesses
other
Llewellyn, members of the territorial Aldrldge, D. Apodaca, F. W. Meyers,
torial Fair association the matter ot
Bulgarian Insurrection.
whole country.
on a trot
reception commitee, appointed to re- W. A. Smith. Stephen Canavan, C. S. that the horses were going
having Congressman Hearst postpone
Tor such
Lantrys
and
know
3
ad
Official
April
Constantinople,
The
wit
the
of
Several
after
accident.
the
Interview with the Murderer.
celve President Roosevelt for the peo- Mclntyre, W. L. Bretherton, E. M. nesses said
his trln to the territory until October
whereby
plans
a
adopted
Bulgarian
says
goiu
the
the horses were not
vices from Monastlr
Telles seemed to spend his last reason have
ple of New Mexico, came down from Clayton, Louis McVicker, Ed. Hart, W. an extraordinary
and then, with his party of congressprosecu
gait,
where
survive
the
not
villages
the
and
could
the
in
saloon
thirty
of
Inhabitants
Thursday on earth in a most cheerful
the territorial capital last night.
Albuquerque during the
sys- Okhreida district, totaling 3,000 men men, visit
F. Kuchenbecker, Oliver Acord, Henry tton made a fruitless effort to get the
They
a
on.
have
going
Is
work
manner and if It was a sad and gloomy
Their mission here was to meet L. Fenton, N. J. Reid, James B. Smith,
their men, by which he and supported by the bishop and a fair waa discussed. The president of
members of the executive committee Gregory Page, John C. Spears, Murray case to the jury on the ground that one he did not show it by any outward tem of paying
gets no money until after reaching
the evidence showed a reckless driv signs.
have the association stated that he had preon reception, appointed to make
He ate well, drank and smoked town. If a man quits work be Is given number of revolutionary bands
B. Johnson.
sur- pared a letter to that effect and bad
by
ing
They
driving
backman
the
in
Turks.
fast
against
the
risen
for the president's recepas though he was at a wedding feast. a
pay. The rounded a small detachment of Turk- mailed It to Congressman Hearst, asksays
Llewellyn
his
Colonel
for
certificate
that
other
code
street,
a
dusty
narrow,
foot
where
the
morning until late last
tion In this city May 5.
names may be added to the list, and it passengers used the street as well as From early
is such that he doesn't know him-sel- f ish troops In the mountains northward ing him to postpone his trip until the
The visitors arrived on train No
visitors called to see code how
is hoped that all, or as many as can vehicles, and upon slight evidence that night numerous
much money Is coming to of Okhreida, but the troops succeeded meeting of the territorial fair so he
was courteous and
and took quarters at the Alvaiado possibly
go up to the driver had a reputation for reck him and to all he
Of course the clerks at the of- In cutting their way out after sustain- and party could personally greet the
him.
business,
leave
their
Thf y were called ou about 8 o'clock by
at parting would shake hands through fice In Belen know what the certificate
people from all parts of the two terriing considerable loss.
Judge Baker, chairman of the Albu Santa Fe and accompany the train lessness.
the bars of his cell and bid good bye. says
tories, see the resources on display,
emto
back
city.
If
the
pay
this
check.
In
occua
and
This rooming the court was
querque committee; Sheriff T. S. Hub- representative
Citizen
When
The
and see for themselves whether or not
In
Kansas.
camp
Storm
pied in trying the case of territory vs,
ployes were paid in the grading
'
bell, chairman of the committee on
neople desired statehood.
called he was looking over somo pictProgram at Milwaukee.
April 3. Reports today from .
create
Topeka,
would
Muulz
they
charg
money
Pablo
Muuiz,
received
and
Pedro
the
finance; Hon. Solomon Luna, W. S
recently
of
taken
been
ures
that had
general
fall
over
of
indicate
a
state
establishment
3. It was ed with assault with a deadly weapon
the
April
,
Milwaukee,
the
Since
for
Wis.,
an incentive
the Bending u mj
Striekler and others.
him, and he seemed as pleased as a
very of snow ranging from one to three the announcement that the trip had
After dinner the committeemen met after two o'clock when President upon one Jose Manuel Antonia Ena child with them. He said they were a saloon there. This way there Is
little money In the camps and conse- Inches. A soaking rain which preced- been postponed other arrangements1
in the governor's room at the hotel Roosevelt and party reached this city in Pajarlto In January last. The as for his relatives.
ed the snow, together with the mild had no doubt been made, and the trip,
quently very little trouble.
and In accordance with the program sault occurred in the saloon of the
and the general plan of the president'
Telles' cell looked comfortable and
temperature, caused it to melt rapidly. according to the following Associate
no time was lost In formal greetings. prosecuting witness and consisted o
reception was considered.
cozy. At one end was a small altar
I
OVERDUE STEAMERS.
It Is believed that no damage to crops Press dispatch, will be made sooner
It was decided that a special train The crowd about the station was so a demonstration by the defendants
large that the police had difficulty In drawing knives, one a pocket knife decorated with an Image of the Savior
or live stock will result, the telegraph than expected:
wild follow the president's special clearing
paraphernalia.
A
priest
has
other
and
Fears That Two French Steamers are and telephone wires being the only suf"Los Angeles, Cal., April 2. A spethe way for the president to and the other a razor, but no cuts wei
fivm the capital to Albuquerque for
been visiting him almost daily of late
Lost in the Atlantic.
dispatch from Chicago received
cial
ferers.
the benefit of those who will care to enter the carriage awaiting him. A Inflicted. The whole disturbance gre
ami said he had made his peace with
3
April
With
Mlquolan,
St.
to
tonight says that William Ranvisit
Pierre,
a
result
out
brawl,
of
barroom
the
here
Soldiers'
the
Home,
where
the
the
witness
ceremonies at both Santa
God; that he was ready to die. Telles 1,200 passengers each, consisting of
Another Broken Levee.
president addressed the veterans, oc- too much whisky.
dolph Hearst, proprietor of the New
Fc and here.
by
Kinsell
bherlff
treatment
said his
Lake Providence, La., April 3. The York Journal, Chicago American and
chief of crews for the fishing fleet
t Santa Fe the president will be cupied the first two hours after arand assistants had been fine while he here, the owners and their families, Ilolbrook levee broke about six miles San Francisco Examiner, will leave
TENEMENT FIRE.
met at the depot by committeemen rival. Returning to the city at four
was imprisoned; he had no kick com- the French steamers Burgunda and below this town this morning at ti Chicago April 9 for a tour of New Mexan escorted to the capitol building, o'clock the president addressed a pub- One Killed and Several Injured at
ing on that line. Telles had a good Notre Dame Salut. sailed from St. o'clock.
ico, Arizona and California accompanlic
gathering
in
Exposition,
followthe
whore he will deliver an address. He
physique and said he was 30 years old Malo, France, on March 17, for here.
New York Fire.
ied by a large body of congressional
wlil be driven through the principal ing which there is to be a luncheon at
Guilty.
Found
York, April 3. At least one per and married at the time he first took They are now a week overdue and
from the eastern states. Tha
leaders
streets of the capital; to the Santa Fe the Deutsrher club. Tonight, at the New
3.
April
San
Jury
in
Francisco,
The
human life, which was in Arizona. He
Indian school, to the territorial pen! Planklnton, the president is to be ttfe j son Is supposed to have been killed an was working with a railroad gang as great anxiety Is felt here and In French the case of Walter N. Dimmock, ac party Is to travel In a special train of
of ship owners cused of stealing 130,000
cars and will make the trip over
tertiary, and In returning to the final Burst or nonor at tne Merchant and sevtral persons were hurt at a fire toi section hand, and quarreled with the ports. A committee governor
from the five
requesttenement house
the Santa Fe system.
has interviewed the
banquet, day In a
destination at the executive mansion, a Manufacturers' association
to
United
failing
mint,
States
after
boss. In the melee that followed he
"The announcement that Mr. Hearst
Bkp will be made at Fort Marcy, where for which arrangements on a magnifi- Henry street, on the east side. Fire killed him with a shot from his re- ing that he try to induce the minister agree yesterday afternoon, reached a
body so badly burned
to
out
send
a
cruisers
Paris
at
men
found
dead
decided to undertake the trip thia
cent
marine
has
of
scale
ahve
completed.
len
be
by
will
a few remarks
some
made
verdict of guilty this morning. Sen
volver and fled the territory. His wife in search of the overdue vessels.
was
th
they
whether
it
not
could
tell
month
baa caused surprise here, as It
tence will be imposed next Wednesday.
pinminent member of the reception
body of a man or woman. Mrs. Green died shortly after and this loss made
has been announced that he had deLacrosse Awaits Roosevelt.
committee.
him sulky and still more hardened his
Strike May Be Averted.
cided to postpone It until the fall. The
8TEAMER WRECKED.
La Crosse, Wis., April 3. La Crosse field, 60 years old, jumped from th
At the executive mansion the presl
heart.
St. Louis. April 3. It Is expected
A fireman caught
story.
trip Is Intended to furnish to the leadth
second
Is
in readiness to receive President
dent will lunch with Governor and Mrs
At Kennedy was the next death. He that an agreement will be reached Pacific Coast Vessel Albion Ran on ers an opportunity to Judge for themwoman
arms
knocked
in
his
she
but
Otero.
Roosevelt tomorrow. The down town
claims that he was put out of a board- within the next few boilrs whereby the
the Rock.
selves of the fitness of the two terriAfter lunch they will return to thel district is being decorated for the oc- him down. Her legs were broken and ing house for not paying his board. In threatened strike on the Wabash sysBodega, Cal., April 3. The coast tories for statehood. The plan is to
badly
firema
was
hurt.
she
Another
train and come directly to Albuquer casion and a platform has been erected was severely
steamer Albion River, en route from tuke the long journey by easy stages
hurt while carrying a wo a fight following the episode he shot tem will lie averted and the grievances
que,
on Market Sqaure, from which the adnt his adversaiy and hit another man of the employes settled on a basis sat- ban rranclsco to Albion and other with stops at all the large towns and
down
a
and
child
ladder.
mail
This city will be equal to the occa- dresses will be made. The president
named Pino, who was really In the isfactory to all concerned. This settle- coast points, ran on the rocks near mining camps in the two territories.
sion and a rousing reception will be will be escorted In bis drive through
Louis C. Becker, the university stm melee with him. He was arrested and ment, It is stated, will not he provis Bodega Point this morning and la now After the tour through the territories
the city by the two local military com- ent, went to Helen this morning to vis
the president's greeting here.
brought to this city, and while await- - ional, but will stand after President lying helpless, though close to shore, the party will vls'.t the cities on tha
Governor Otero will return to bis panies and those from Sparta aiW until Monday with his parents.
Ing trial committed his third murder, Ramsey's return from Europe.
at a point near the entrance to Bodega Pacific coast."
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HE SPEAKS AT MILWAUKEE TONIGHT

The Great West are Ready to Greet the

v.--

Nation's Chief Executive.

ANOTHER SALOON AFFRA

IN ARIZONA

Home Guards Not a Part of the United

States Volunteer Army.
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THE ALBUQUERQUE DAlii

CITIZEN, FRIDAY, APRIL

Brooklyn-Londo-

POSITIVE PROOF
If anjbody Is sick at your house, that makes it all the mo.e
that you should come hero for the medicines which your doctor
The markets of the world do not alTord purer drug's than re
Our stock of DUUGS and SUNDRIES U full and complete
13

H.

BRiaas

&

PROPS. ALVARADO

i,

co..
PHARMACY

CORNER OOLU AVC A FIRST STREET

of the efficacy of Hostetter's Stomach
Hitters in rases of Loss of Appetite,
Belching, Heartburn, Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Insomnia, La Grippe or Consti
pated Bowels ran be found In Its reel
onl of cures ilurin the bast fifty years
and In the hundreds of voluntary testimonials recrlved annually. What It
has done for oihers It will do for you.
Try a bottle and bcd for yourself.
Avoid substitutes. Our private stamp
is over the neck of the bottle.

HOSTETTER'S
ting rich from the office Is all rot. The
J&Jbuqufrque D:Uj
whole gross fees of the office probably
STOMACH BITTERS
amount to about eight thousand dolHUGHES ft McCUElQHT, Publishers lars and out of this he has to pay
times. The panic years like 1803 saw
Jailors and deputies.
more spirits consumed than did the
Editor
Hughes
According to tho annual report of more prosperous years that preceded
W. T. McCrolght....Mgr. and City Editor
the American Telephone company, Bnd followed it. Apparently in good
Published Dally and Weekly.
over 3.150.000 telephones are In use times people drink more wine and beer
In this country subject to the Bell In- and in seasons of unrest and Industrial
terests alone; and the telephone has prostration seek to drown down their
been utilized for commercial purposes sorrows in spirits.
UNION(i7 )label
The people of this country are drink
hardly a quaiter of a century.
ing more alcoholic stimulants than
ever before. Temperance and pros
DO GREAT HARM.
perity do not seem to go together.
Associated Press Afternoon Dispatches
of a portion of the press of
tone
The
Largest City and County Circulation the country toward public men and esA Thoughtful Man.
The Largest Mew Mexico Circulation pecially toward political opponents. Is
M. M. Austin, of Winchester, Ind.,
Largest Northern Arizona Circulation degrading, all forms of coarse and
knew what to do in tho hour of need.
noisy slander being apparently con- His wife had such an unusual case of
Copies of this paper mny be found on
weapon
employ
legitimate
our
to
file at Washington In ,he olllce of 818 sidered
stomach and liver trouble, physicians
peclal correspondent K. O. BiKgers,
asulnst men of the opposite party or could not help her. Ho thought of and
F street N. W., Washington D. C.
faction.
Dr. King's New Life Pills and
Unfortunately, not a few of the Jour- tried got relief at once and was finally
Terms of Subscription.
she
upon
being
$5.00 nals mat pride themselves
Dally, by mall, one year
all druggists.
organs cured. Only 25c, at
o
2.50 Independent in politics, and the
Daily, by mall, six months
1.25 of cultivated men, betray the same JEMEZ & SULPHUR KOI" SPRINGS
Daily, by nail, three month
but
8TAGE LIME.
60 characteristic In a less coarse
Dally, by mail, one month
Carries the U. a. man; only line with
60 quite as noxious form.
Daily, by carrier, one month
All these Journals do great harm by a change of stock en route; good rigs,
15
Dally, by carrier, one week
2.00 accustoming good citizens to see their horses and drivers; leaves AlbuquerWeekly, by mail, one year
public men, good and bad, assailed in- que every Tuesday, Thursday and Sat
The Dally Clttsen will be delivered In discriminately as scoundrels. From
urday at 6 a. m. For particulars ad'
city at the low rate of 20 cents per
the
wee it, or tor a cents per raonin, wnen Roosevelt's American Ideals.
dress W. L. Trimble & Co., agents, Al
Mid monthly. Thene rates are leas than
buquerque, or J. D. BLOCK, propria
those If any other dally paper In the ter
IttOTT.
tor, Jemez.
A CREATIVE FORCE.
o
Advertising is the greatest creative
Accidental Killing.
force. It educates the public to buy
Word comes from Mora that the
certain goods and eat certain foods
brother of County Clerk E. H. Blern
that were never heard of before.
Look at the breakfast foods. A few baum was shot and killed by Fred
years ago we never heard of anything Webber, at Weber, twelve miles dlS'
In that line but oatmeal. Advertising tant. The shooting was accidental
has brought out scores of new crea- According to the report Blernbaum
tions in wheat foods, whole wheat grabbed a gun which the other had in
foods and malted foods until now every his hands. There was a playful strug
grocery store has shelf after shelf gle which ended tragically by the dls
filled with these various articles, charge of the weapon. Blernbaum fell
which, a very few years ago, were un- shot through the heart, and died al
most instantly. Webber went to Mora
Mexico Insists that President Diaz known.
shall serve another term, as ruler of
You have this creative force at your and gave himself up to the authorities,
It is not believed any action can lie
that republic.
command.
If you have a business of any kind, against him. He is reported to be ter
Plant treep. That Is the proper thing you should tell the public something ribly wrought up over the unfortunate
to do. Plant them early, plant them about it every day through the news affair. Las Vegas Optic.
late, and plant them everywhere.
paper.
Pneumonia is Robbed of Its Terrors
bv Folev'a Honev and Tar. It stons
Scolding newspapers, like women
RULING THE WOfU-afflicted wltipiL4H.fortUliate"aJblt,
From' across the ocean omec
I strenetheES
tbe luncs.-l- f takr.-ltrtim- e
sure a nulatfhce in any community.
statement, made by a leading states- - tt wln prevent an aUack of pneumonia.
I
man of France, that before the end of Refuse substitutes.
Alvarado Phar- workers in Indiana are this century the United States will rule niacy.
now organizing
unions. The the world.
movement Is a singular paradox.
Lazarre Weiller, one of the leading
Easter Flowers in Plenty.
men of the French nation, makes this
New York, April 3. A visit to the
The highest mountain in the moon announcement. He says: "Long be- large and fashionable florists' establa at least 35,000 feet in height; that fore the end of the Twentieth century lishments in Fifth Avenue would in
Is 6,000 feet higher than Mount Everet the United States and the American dicate that Easter flowers this year are
people will be the rulers of human of unlimited supply as well as luxurThe labor troubles in Colorado are affairs."
iant variety, though the prices are not
being settled by arbitration, which is
This prophetic statement is con such as to tempt the person of average
a most sensible way to settle any and tained in a book about to be published, means to make large purchases. The
entitled "Great Ideas of Great People," lily continues the typical Eastern flowall aorta of disputes.
embodying his impressions of the er and it Is hard to estimate even
The checks paid In New York and United States, formed during his visit roughly the great number of these
last year.
London in one month aggregate
beautiful blossoms that will be sold in
which Is greatly in excess
"The old world," he continues, the metropolis during the next two
of the value of all the gold and silver "might as well accept the truth of days. The most of the Easter lilies
coin In existence.
Gladstone's prophecy, uttered in 1878 here are Imported from Bermuda.
regarding the predominant role await- where
for the American
India rubber la obtained mostly on ing the people of America, who, with market Is one of the chief industries of
the Amason river by natives who sell the slightest effort and by simple, ra- the Inhabitants.
it for 12 eenta per pound. When it tional development of their facilities, A number of innovations in floral
reaches the United States it sells for are shortly destined to assume the decorations schemes have been Introtask of guiding humanity."
duced this year. Ribbons are being
M cents per pound.
used more largely by the florists than
ever before.
AMERICAN DRINK BILL.
In cburch decorations
Tae Mexican authorities report that
From statistics printed by the Amer white, purple, violet and lavender tints
ths bttbosie plague has been stamped
out at Maaatlan, after a contest of Ave ican Grocer it appears that the use of are used, and for home decorations all
There have been no new alcoholic beverages In thla country has the delicate tints are employed.
months.
almost doubled since the year when
cases dorlac the last eleven days .
Kansas adopted the prohibitory amendThe Cuban government has decided ment In that year the per capita con
to raise taa wreck of tne battleship sumption was 10.09 gallons, while in Is going- to happen to the little boy who
Main In Havana harbor, and to settle 1902 this had risen to 19.48 gallons. is stuffing himself with green armies. A
one for all whether the vessel was During the same period coffee grew (2 grown man couldn't lie induced to try
that experiment; and yet the grown man
destroyed from the outside or from per cent, while the use of tea fell off will
overload himself with indigestible
48 per cent. The total bill of the nawithin.
food for which he will pay a greater
tion in 1902 for stimulants, coffee, tea penalty than colic.
It is this careless
When a man decides to run for presi- and cocoa being included, was
and thoughtless eating which is the bedent he takes a western trip. Mr.
For the past five years the! ginning of stomach trouble and all its
Hearst has already planned one tor average annual expenditure was SI,- - painful consequences.
ur. fierce s uolden Medical Discovnext month, and now It Is said that 239,108,955. The periodical above men
cures dyspepsia and other forms of
Orover Cleveland is talking of coming tioned says: "The record for 1902 rep- ery
" stomach trouble." It restores the weak
west in the near future.
resents a per capita expenditure for and
man or woman to sound
stimulants of f 17.33 for the 79,000,000 health.
Because of the great Brazilian crop, inhabitants of the United States, or 4.7
tiome time hai elapsed since I have written
iu regard to the treatmeut 1 have beta
visible and expected, coffee has again cents per day. The users of alcoholic you
taking unuer your instruction!," may Mr. K. P.
touched the lowest record price, 4.1 stimulants are estimated to form one- - Ciugmara, of Minneapolis, Minn. "When first
I commenced UktuK your remedies I was under
cents a pound, made in 1889 and again fourth of the total population, on which treatment
of a welIt known specialist iu thla city
In January of this year, and it is likely basis the per capita cost of alcoholic (and had been for four months) for catarrh.
ana
especially
siomscn trouble, and I was
to go to a still less price.
beverages is ibv.zi, or 19 cents per
retting wut. Cot so bad that 1 could
not eat anvthinii that did not di.treu mm
day."
terribly, aii.t I was otiligcl to quit taking the
Ban Francisco has under consideraCoffee leads in quantity, with beer a
iiraiiumi entirety, i was greatly re-ill umi,
is a lull
tion a plan for piping water from res close second, the respective amounts uuiu
resort I wrote to you
ervoirs in the Yosemite National Park, being 1,498,000,000 and 1,381.000,000 and stated my caw, and.
after receiving oir in- Xv
a distance of 140 miles. The plans gallons. Tea comes third with
already
been
and estimates which have
then alcoholic drinks with a them closely. After
five bottles of Dr.
prepared involve an expenditure of total of 157,000,000. Last year the per taking
Pierce's (iolden Me. Ik , I
and one vial
440,000,000.
capita of ardent spirits was 1.36 gal- Discovery
bja ' I'kaunt 1'elleU '
lons. The total per capita consump- ?fcommented
to improve,
Internal revenue collections now tion of all alcoholic drinks reached sqJ decided to coutiuue
the
medicines
and obcent
per
1.6
cost the government
last year the record breaking figure of serve: your instructions
regardtug hygienic
Formerly it was 5 per cent, The col 19.48 gallons.
It is no nearly
lection of customs has remained withmouths since I comThe Consumption of wines and beer sis
mented
treatmeut
out material changes for over thirty Is on the increase, but Americans and 1 canyour
say thit I am
years. In 1871 it cost 3.18 per cent; drink less whisky and other spirits well and never felt better
in my life. Am very
last year, 3.13 per cent.
grateful to yu lor what
than they did a few years ago.
niedicfut has cyuo
The Clevelund Plain Dealer, from rourme."
The sheriff of this county, Thomas S. the above figures, draws the conclusion
Dr. Pierce's
Ilubbcll, is counted the best in the ter- that the American people drink the
cure
Pellets
ritory, and during his term of office largest amount of hard liquors in hard biliousness and
sick headache
be has maintained law and order and
made this a peaceful community. He TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
has done a thousand courtesies for the Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets.
f .t
i
people who are now yelping at him. All druggists refund the money it it
No official act of his can be unfavora- falls to cure. E. W. Grove's signature
'
bly criticised, The taUt that he Is get- - Is on each box. 25c.
$ifijft)
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We Know What

Chess.
The annual

n

New York, April

3

In-

ternational chess matrh by cable for
the tronhv offered hv Sir George
Newnes was commenced al 9 o'clock j
this morning. The contestants are tne
City of London Chess club on the one
able and tho Prnnllvn f'lirca club on
the other, the American end of the
contest being conducted in the rooms
of the latter organization.
The American team this year is exceptionally strong and the Brooklyn
club has hopes of addinp to its list or
previous victories in the contests for
the trophy. The American players are
H. N. I'illsbury, H. J. Marshall, J. F.
Harry, A. H. Hroges, Edward Hymes,
H. O. Verght, C. M. Newman, Eugene
Delmar, O. 8. Howell and Herman
Helms. I'lllsburv and Marshall, hav
ing Just finished playinx in the international tournament at Monte Carlo
and not having had time to return '0
America, arq to play their respective
games over the boards in London.

1903
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Ayers
Sarsaparilla

WITH AMPLE MEANS
AND UNSUR PASSED FACILITIES

Your grandmother's doc

THE

tor ordered it for your

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION-AN80LICIT8 NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPI TAL, $100,000.00.

father. It's the same
old Sarsaparilla today.

BANK

startling Incident

1

OF

ALBUQUEROUh.

N.

M.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
" i
M. 8. OTERO, President
W. S. 8TRICKLER, V. P, and Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON, Asst Cashls?
WM. MclNTOSH
SOLOMON LUNA
GEO. ARNOT.
J. C. BALDRIDGE
A. M. BLACKWELL
W. A. MAXWELL

laxative, purely vegetable.

DEPOSITORY FOR ATCHISON, TOPEKA A SANTA FE RAILWAY

ATia CO.. Lowell. Kass.
Music Tonight at Alvarado.
The following pleasing program will
be rendered at the Alvarado this evening, during dinner hours:
Beyer
Overture Medley
Gusttn
Waltz Mistress Nell
Military March
Weiss
Moskowsky
Spanish Dance
Polka Selected
McCash
Oustin
Waltz Viola
Kamman
Dance of the Brownies
Aekerman
Mazurka Selected
Melody In F
Rubensteln
Two Step
Farrand
.

C.

J. M. flOORE
(ESTABLISHED 1886.)

Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans

J. A. Garcia, the Bheep commission
merchant, wei.t to Cerrillos this morning.
Good for Children.
The pleasant to take and harmless
One Minute Cough Cure gives Imme
diate relief in all rases of cough,
croup and lagrlppe because It does not
pass Immediately Into the stomach,
but takes effect right at the seat of
the trouble. It draws out the inflam
v
matlon, heals and soothes and cures
'.X. I
permanently by enabling the lungs to
contribute pure
and
"Those Imperial laundry people ceroxygen to the blood and tis
sues. B. H. Briggs & Co.; S. Yann tainly do know how to get a soiled
shirt into such shape that a fellow
& Son.
doesn't feel like 30 cents when he puts
A. Didler, the well known merchant It on. Imperial laundry for mine."
and wine manufacturer of Belen, came
Just a little soliloquy of a man who
up from that place yesterday and re has found out how they do things at
turned home this morning on delayed the Imperial laundry.
passenger train No. 27.

mwrn
.

life-givin-

COMMERCE

Tested and tried for 60
years. If constipated,
use Ayer's Pills; gently

the Grave.
is narrated by
John Oliver of Philadelphia as follows:
"I was In an awful condition. My skin
was almost yellow, eyes sunken, tongue coated, pain continually in back
and sides, no appetite, growing weaker
day by day. Three physician
had
given me up. Then was advised to
use Electric Bitters; to my great Joy,
the first bottle made a decided Inv
provement. I continued their use for
three weeks, and am now a well man a
a
I know they robbed the grave of an "WELL SAY, THEY'RE ALL RIGHT"
other victim." No one should fail to O
a
try them. Only DO cents, guaranteed
at all druggists.
Kobbed

A

OF

ABSTRACTS OF TITL2 TO BERNAI ILLO COUNTY REAL ESTATE AND MINING PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL'
INSURE YOUR PROPERTY IN BEST COMPANIES AT LOWEST
RATES. HOU8ES RENTED. RENT8 COLLECTED. TAXES 1AID
AND ENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RESIDENTS
AND

g

MANAGER OF

'Albuquerque Abstract Company
Nsxt Door to First National Bank.
Now Telephona 222.

Chronic Bronchitis Cured.

"For ten years 1 had chronic bron
chitis so bad that at times I could not
speak above a whisper," writes Joseph
of MontmorencI, Ind.
tried all remedies available, but with
HO success,
fortunately my employer
suggested that I try Foley's honey and
Tar. Its effect was almost miraculous,
and I am now cured of the disease. On
my recommendation many people have
used Foley's Honey and Tar, and al
ways with satisfaction."
Alvarado
Pharmacy.
Coffman,

Imperial Laundry
Back of Poitoffice.

Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
R.P. HALL, Proprietor

Summer Soil
Made

o

at

WILLIAM

George O. Beal is in the city from
the east, and represents the distillery
firm of Gerson, Seligman & Co. Mr,
Beal will probably establish a jobbing
branch of bis company in this city.

GLEASNER

Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulley,
Grade Bars, Babbitt Metal; .Columns and Iron Fronts for Buildings;
j
Repairs on Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty.
FOUNDRY SIDE RAILROAD TRACK
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

If you want to
L

C.

Advertise in newspapers
anywhere at anytime
call on or write
Dale's Advertising Agency
Merchants Exchange

San Francisco

Herbine Cures
Fever and ague. A dose will usually
stop a chill, a continuance always
cures. Mrs. Wm. M. Stroud, Midlo-luiaTexas, May 31, ls99, writes:
"We have used Herbine in our family
for eight years, and found it the best
medicine we have ever used, for la
grippe, bilious fever, and malaria." 60c
at Cosmopolitan Pharmacy, B. Ruppe.

THE TAILOR
2161-- 2

South

seeiri St.

ADVERTISE
IN

NEWSPAPERS

MAGAZINES
TRADE PAPERS
WRITS

JUbnqacrquc

Cal.

CURTIS

rOA RATE

THOUSANDS CAVED BY
DB. KIKG'S HEW DISG0VE9T
For Consumption. Coughs, Colds
and all

cures Consumption, Coughs, Colds,
bronchitis, Asthma, Pneumonia,
Hay Fever, Pleurisy, LaGrippe,
HoarsoneBSSoreThroataodWhoop
tag Cough. Every bottle guaranteed

TO

NEWHALL

CO.

THROAT AND LUhG TROUBLES.

This wonderful medicine positively

fRICE

NO CURS
60c. and

O PAY.
BOTTLES FREE.

LOS ANOCLIS, CALIFORNIA

Just received a large assortment of
art squares and rugs. Albert Faber,
Grant building.
Ties, Hosiery, Hats, Suits, all for
Easter, 1903. Simon Stern, the Railroad Avenue Clothier.
We are headquarters for lac curtains, draperies and portieres. Albert
Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.

OOOCOOCOOOOOCOOOOCXX

Easier TSes and frUosleiry
cocococoococococ

-

$1,369,-008,27-

run-dow- n

vix.-iu-

treat-tuei-

PROFESIONAL

CARDS

DENTISTS.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. 8.
Sut Railroad avenue.
Office hours, 8:80
a. mfl to 12: SO p. m.; 1:80 p. m. to t p. m.
Telephone
mau.

463.

Appointments

Ellis MacDougall,

D. D.

Easter is the NECKWEAR season of all
the year. Every man on earth will want a
new Easter tie. Most men will have one, too.

Hart Schiffncr

V Mirx
Hind Tailored

made by

8.

N. T. Armljo building, room 2. Office
hours, 8:30 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30 p.
m. to 6 p. m. Appointments made by
mall. Automatic 'phone 157: Old

phone

Manhattan and
Monarch Shirts

62.

LAWYERS.
Bernard C. Rodey
4TTnnMPV-lfP-

A

T

Tlf

Ihnnll.lVllt.

A

ATTORNET-AT.T.A-

T. Armljo bull, ling.

tne courts

I

'

and white pleated.

Confirmation and Communion Suits

Short Pants Suits

Offl.ce. room 7. N.
Will practice In all

the territory.
R. W. D. Bryan
Albuquerque, N,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAM. OHlce. First National Hank bulldtns.
01

Have arrived; in plain white, fancy striped

TsJ

Prompt attention given to all business
to the profession. Will
rertalnlns court
of the territory and be-toro tne united states land omce.
Ira M. Bond
ATTORNEY-AT-IxA42 F street N. W.,
Washington, I). C. Pensions, lands, pat
copyrights,
ent!,
cavlats, letters patent,
trade marka, claims.
William D. Lee
M.

Our Summer Underwear Is all In
V'!-- '

Frank W. Clancy

A

rooms 1 and 8. N.
T. Armljo building, Albuquerque, N. M.
ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

E. W. Dobson
Office,

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

Cromwell

block, Albuquemue, N. M.

fcmisi

John H. Stlnale
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

.

Albuquerque, N. M.

Cromwell block,

PHY8ICIANS.

r-v-

Room

IT,

Dr. J. E. Bronson
Homeopathic Phyjlela".

Block.

Agent

stiiiisni

"

a

Tne Leading Clothier In Albuquerque

niE
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Growing Old Gracefully

R.ailroad Topics

and Healthfully
The infirmities of old age are
successfully combated by the

Albuquerque's Largest Store.

Ben Williams, special officer for the of previous schemes. A full report
Is expected in a short time, possibly
morning.
within a week, and the different assoEngineer Charles Davis of the local ciations will pass upon the plan sugGhopa 's able to be around again after gested.
The need of a reform In the matter
an extended sickness.
Superintendent J. F. McN'ally of the of tickets has long been recognized
V
TRACK MARK.
Rio Grande division, spent yesterday and several attempts have been made
adoptchange.
a
The
bring
to
about
Food.Drink;
The
liere, and went south this morning.
ion of the standard form will save
The engineers on the Northeastern considerable annoyance to travelers,
located at Alamogordo will give a pic- who, when using the old forms have
nic some Sunday this month in Alamo-Eord- had to look out for Indorsements, sigTHE WAISTS THAT MADE THIS STORE FAMOUS.
natures and many other little things.
The Blsbee Railroad company has
begun drilling an artesian well at CoFoley's Honey and Tar contains no
lumbus station In the southern part opiates, and will not constipate like
All druggists sell it. Prepared by the
of Luna county.
nearly all other cough medicines. ReYOUR
Anheuser-Busc- h
ATTENDANCE AT OUR
Rain and snow prevailed In the San- fuse sutatitutes. Alvarado Pharmacy,
o
ta Ke and Glorieta mountains last
OPENING
EXHIBIT IS URGENTLY
St. Louis, U. S. A.
Switchman Killed at Raton.
night. Trains arriving from the north
REQUESTED.
BEAUTY AND VARHI
led hr
promptly
Orilf
Nicholas B. Rltter, a Santa Fe
yrere covered with ice.
IETY OF 8TYLES ARE THE DISKTTNZ, Wholesale Dealer, Albuquerque.
N.
C.
In
yards
Raton,
at
W.
switchman
the
Freight traffic on the Lamy branch M.,
was Instantly killed Wednesday
TINCTIVE FEATURES OF THIS
is very heavy of late. Wednesday an morning.
Rltter stepped between the the county seat of their respective of securities, thereby securing himself
SHOWING. ARTISTIC IN CONCEPxtra engine took a train of ten loaded
cars to open the knuckle of the coup- counties.
against severe losses. The professionXrelght cars to the capital.
TION
AND COLORINGS, THEY ARE
Two
ler when he slipped and fell.
Be It enacted by the legislative as- als believe that he still inclines to the
' G.
S. McKenzle, who superintends cars and the engine passed over the sembly
EXAMPLES OF THE HIGHEST
of the Territory cf New Mex- short sido of the market, although he
the slot machines along the line of the body and ho was literally ground to ico:
OF SHIRT WAIST MAKhas refrained from giving any positive
Santa Fe, passed through the city this pieces before the accident was discovSection 1. That the offices of county indication of his position.
ING.
morning enroute to Topeka from the ered by the switching crew. The body
officers. In this territory, shall be esEACH MODEL,
NEW AND CON.west.
was taken In charge by the coroner.
m ovc. ei cam
tablished and maintained In the counTROLLED BY US, AND WITHOUT
Last Thursaay was the banner day
Rltter was about 35 years old and ty seat; and It shall be illegal to hold Is a never falling sign of a healthy
of the season for baggage and express leaves a widow and two children living or maintain said offices outside of the stomach. When the breath Is bad the
DUPLICATE, ASSURING
INDIVIDtransfer business at the Deming depot, in Colorado Springs, where the body place In which is required la this sec- stomach is out of order. There Is no
UALITY SO MUCH APPRECIATED
a larger amount being transferred that will be shipped.
remedy In the world equal to Kodol
tion.
BY ALL WELL GROOMED WOMEN.
day than on any other day so far this
Sec. 2. That all laws or parts of laws Dyspepsia Cure for curing Indigestion,
In
If
Foley's
Kidney
time
Cure taken
year.
dyspepsia
all
stomach
and
disorders.
In conflict or Inconsistent herewith
Conductor L. T. Gifford Is now run- affords security from all kidney and are hereby repealed, and this act shall Mrs. Mary S. Crick, of White Plains,
ning on the Miami Hue between this bladder diseases. Alvarado Pharmacy. be In full force and value from and Ky writes: "I have been a dyspeptic
o
city and El Paso, vice Conductor
for years tried all kinds of remedies
after its passage.
TWO TRAINS A WEEK.
Conductor Griffith is In charge
but continued to grow worse. By the
of the run on the branch between Rin-co- Daily Train Service by the Golden
use of Kodol I began to improve at
Crip Kemedies in Great Demand.
and Silver City.
When colds and grip are prevalent once, and after taking a few bottles am
State Limited Abandoned.
The El Paso & Northeastern
The Rock Island system has taken the quickest and surest remedies are In fully restored in weight, health and
is now getting up a neat little off the daily train service of the Gold- geat demand. Mr. Joseph D. Williams, strength and can eat whatever I like.
booklet, containing twelve half-tonen State Limited, and hereafter but of McDuff, Va., says that he was cured Kodol digests what you ent and makes
engravings and several pages of de- two trains a week will be run. The of a very deep and lasting attack of la the stomach sweet. B. H. Bliggs &
scriptive matter relative to Cloudcroft. trains will leave Chicago Tuesdays grippe by using Chamberlain s Cough Co.; S. Vann & Son.
n
This work will be Issued about May 1. and Thursdays. The change Is made Remedy after trying several other preIt has been officially announced that as the company needs the engines to parations with no effect. For sale by City Marshal Winders, the cffleelnt
city marshal of Gallup, was in the terall of the section men on the Rock Is- handle the freight, and by abolishing all druggists.
ritorial metropolis yesterday on busio
land are to receive a raise In wages the daily service a dozen of the finest
New County of Torrance.
ness.
cf from 12 to 15 cents per hour. The engines can be used for ether service.
change Is effective April 1. About
Torrance promises within the next
Train service from Harrington, KanFor liver troubles and constipation
men will be effected by the raise sas, to El Paso will be improved, and, few years to become one of the best
There's nothing better in creation
and the pay roll will be increased beginning April 5, a train will be run counties In the territory. Beside the Than
Little Early Risers, the famous
many wealthy stockmen residing with- about $250,000.
between those points by daylight.
little pills
Passenger train No. 7, west bound,
n its limits, it takes in a long stretch
They always effect a cure and save
COUNTY OFFICERS.
due here last night, did not arrive unof the El Paso & Northeastern railway, doctor bills.
til 7:30 o'clock this morning. It was
miles of the Santa Fe
about sixty-fou- r
Little Early Risers are different
caught behind a freight train with a Can Not Become Sureties and Must Central and about the same number of from
all other pills. They do not weak
Keep Offices in the County Seat
dead engine between Glorieta and Las
building
Fe
now
of the Santa
miles
House bill No. 124, an act prohibit- cat off. Valencia county lost most of en the system, but act as a tonic to the
.Vegas. The train men had trouble In
WILL BE ON SALE AT 8ANTA FE TICKET OFFICE DAILY TO JUNE 15,
by arousing the secretions and
getting another engine on the freight ing territorial or county officers from tue best territory which Is now Includ- tissues
1903, AT RATE OF $25.00. THESE TICKETS WILL BE HONORED ON
restoring
performliver
to
full
the
the
becoming
sureties for others.
and consequently It blocked the track
ed In the new county of Torrance, ln- - ance of
FAST TRAINS CARRYING FREE CHAIR CARS AND PULLMAN TOURIST
naturally.
H.
functions
B.
its
Be it enacted by the legislative asseveral hours.
luding the towns of Puerto de Agua, Briggs & Co.; S. Vann & Son.
MexSLEEPERS.
Territory
LIBERAL STOPOVER PRIVILEGES IN CALIFORNIA ACNew
sembly
of
of
the
on
man
water
Hanna,
service
W. J.
Manzano, Torreon, Tejique and Plnos
Q
CORDED.
the Rio Grande division of the Santa ico:
Wells. The county was named for
Charles Schlader, who was here all
Section 1. That hereafter It shall be General Torrance, of Pennsylvania.
Fe, is spending several days here arday yesterday and who attended a
IF YOU CONTEMPLATE LOCATING IN CALIFORNIA, Thi8 IS YOUlt
ranging for water supply for the San- unlawful for any territorial or county Alamogordo News.
meeting of the Territorial Sheep SaniOPPORTUNITY
TO GO THERE COMFORTABLY
AND ECONOMICALLY.
by law to give
ta Fe stock yards. He is establishing officer who Is required any
tary board, is so well pleased with the
IRRIGATED
FARMS,
ORANGE
AND
beLEMON
or
sign
GROVE3
AND
bond
to
official
bonds
OTHER
three-horsengine
power gasoline
Dreadful Attack of Whooping Cough. metropolis that he Intends to visit this
a
BRANCHES OF AGRICULTURE HAVE YIELDED COMPETENCIES TO
Mrs. Ellen Harllson, of 300 Park city quite often In the
with which to draw water from a well. come surety for any other person or
Mr.
future.
OTHER PERSONS. WHY SHOULDN'T YOU BE A8 SUCCESSFUL?
The fire which occurred at the stock persons during the term for which he avenue, Kansas City, Mo., writes as
ocniauer is me uuiuu vouniy mem
yards some time ago destroyed the Is required to give official bonds for follows: "Our two children had a se- ber of the board, and Is one of the
himself.
vere attack of whooping cough, one of most extensive sheep raisers In the
former facilities for pumping water.
Sec. 2. Any vlolatlon-o- f the provisions them In the paroxysm of coughing territory.
The governor of Texas has approved
the Frisco and the Santa Fe consoli- of this act shall constitute a misde- would often faint and bleed at the
I have illustrated descriptive literature about California, as well as of the
The surest and safest remedy for
dation bills. The former bill author- meanor In office, and shall subject the nose. We tried everything we heard
Other books describe the equipment of our California
izes the St. Louis, San Francisco & cflender to summary removal there- of without getting relief. We then kidney and bladder diseases is Foley's country intervening.
Texas Railroad company to purchase from.
called In our family doctor who pre- Kidney Cure. Alvarado Pharmacy.
come and get copies, or write, and I will mail them to you
If
interested
trains.
Sec. 3. All acts and parts of acts in scribed Foley's Honey and Tar. With
and operate the Red River, Texas &
Solomon Luna Is arranging to
Southern; the Paris & Great Northern, conflict herewith are hereby repealed, the very first dose they began to Im go Hon.
to his sheep ranges down in the
in
be
act
and
shall
take
effect
and
this
&
Rio
Grande,
Worth
the
saved
has
prove and we feel that it
the Fort
Magdalena mountains, and Is collectBlackwell, Enid & Texas and the Ok- force thirty days after its passage.
their lives." Refuse substitutes. Al ing an extra force of men for shear152,
requiring
an
No.
act
bill
House
The
lahoma City & Texas roads.
varado Pharmacy.
ing.
o
Santa Fe bill authorizes the Gulf, Col- county officers In this territory to esorado & Santa Fe to purchase and op- tablish and maintain their offices In
LOSSES IN STOCKS.
Foley's Kidney Cure makes kidneys
Clairvoyant.
erate the Gulf, Beaumont & Great
and bladder right. Don't delay taking.
Rev. Dr. Hough, clairvoyant and oc
REBUILT
BOTH.
14
Dur
Drops
Points
Santa Fe Stock
Northern and the Gulf, Beaumont &
Alvarado Pharmacy.
cult teacher, will give readings dally
212 W. Railroad Avenue.
. ing Last Six Months.
o
Kansas City roads.
A Change in Food Can Do Wonders.
at No. 411 South Second Btreet. Pri
FINE LIQUORS AND CIGARS
Downs,
representing
In
Watson
the
mar
stock
to
which the
The extent
When a change in food and drink
vate lectures and tests, given also;
The finest line of Liquor and Cigar.
LEGAL BATTLE.
Correspondence
Schools,
ternational
will totally make over people it is ket has been punished is only dimly
will teach and develop classes, read All patrons and friends cordially Invlv Solo Agents for Lemp's
Standard Beer
has gone north in the interest of the ings
II and $2. Call and see him. ed to visit "The Iceberg." Lunch .
Inter State Commerce Commission vs. worth while knowing the kind of food realized, says a New York dispatch, schools.
particularly
30.
every
when
used,
Inflicted
in
March
losses
day.
served
dated
drink
The
$1.
and
by
Questions
mall
answered
the Railroads.
CHA8. L. KEPPELER, Proprietor.
Hon. Solomon Luna was a passenger
STEVE BALLING,
St. Louis, April 1. One of the great- the malng over, the old arches, alls on the entire list during the long
213 South Cecond Street.
Los
morn
home
Lunas
his
for
at
this
period of liquidation beginning six
Go to the White Elephant for Muen
Proprietor.
est legal fights in the history of rail- and diseases are eliminated.
cben Ilofbrau beer.
A lady In Louisville, Neb., says: months ago amounts to more than a ing.
roading will be fought out soon, probactive
Imported beer at the White Elephant
ably in Cleveland, O. The suit begun "Husband and I were both coffee drink billion dollars. In twenty-on-- Just received.
..
ers. He was always irouoiea wun stocks there has been an actual shrink
" " ' ......
"
"J
tminj
TIME TABLE
This tremendous
commission against the Lake Shore dyspepela and I had in addition to age of $GC7,200,000.
Fresh Cut Flowers,
Time Tables
nmler the new Elklns law has had the stomach trouble, serious bowel dis- - depreciation is set forth in the follow
Railroad
IVES, THE FLORIST.
effect of arraying the big eastern rail- - order and was so terribly nervous that ing tabulation:
fTot
November
o
Points
road lines with the Vanderbilts. The I would scream at the slightest noise.
See the new Knox Pantouris hat.
1003.
Loss.
declined.
"The pain in my stomach continued
railroads aim to dislodge the Inter
Denver &. Rio Grande System
comes in the light beaver color. The
14
$14,500,000
state commerce commission from Its from morning till 3 or 4 o'clock in the Santa Fe
ARRIVE FROM THE NORTH.
swellest thing in the market. Simon
No. 1, California Express.... 7:18p.m. Stern,
SANTA FE BRANCH.
25
45,000,000 Brlght's Disease and Diabetes
contention that the judiciary has the afternoon. I was so tired all the time Baltimore & Ohio
the Railroad Avenue Clothier.
No.
7.
p.m.
&
No.
71.
Mex.
Express.
Cal.
Table
Time
.10:06
power to raise or to lower rates on and never could get rested, It was all Brooklyn Rapid Tran
Are Positively Curable.
3,
No.
40
....
a.m.
California
10:
Limited
My
15
nervous
6,700,000
inter state commerce, for they claim I could do to drag about.
sit
(Effective Wednesday, April 1, 1903.)
LEAVE GOING NORTH.
18
32.000,000
that If the court has authority to per- ness kept increasing until finally the Canadian Pacific
New Phone 152. Old Phone 69
No. 2, Atlantic Express
8:30a.m.
5,000,000
form this function it also has the right doctor Bald I must be taken to a differ Chicago & Alton
14'
West Bound No. 4, Chicago Limited
pioneer of 920 East Bound
Adolph Weake, tka
Residence, New Phone 353.
12:09 p.m.
7,000,01)0
to fix rates, which is a legislative duty. ent climate because I was getting Chesapeake & Ohio.. 13
No.
425
Creen street, San rranelieo, oua of the found. No. 426
No. 8, Chicago Express
p.m.
7:80
Failing in this contention, the rail- weaker all the time, and then could Erie
10
17.000,000 tr of tbe CulUorn a Craokor Company, ltiter-- 9:00am Lv... Santa Fe...Ari C;20i.m
ARRIVES FROM SOUTH.
W. EDWARDS...
36
34,000,000 viewed December 11, mil I
roads propose to attack the consti- hardly walk across the room
Illinois Central
3:00pm No. 22, Atlantic Express .... 7:10a.m.
Espanola
11:00am!
Q. Will you permit ui to refer to you aa on
tutionality of the new law upon the
"I had read many testimonials of the Louisville & Nash
pm
LEAVES
GOING
SOUTH.
1:05
1:05 pm;
Enitudo
The Veteran
ground that the court is assuming the good that Grape-Nut42
25,000,000 f those cured of diabetes by the Fulton Com
and Postum
ville
ll:00p.m-3:40 pnr. . .Tres Pledras. . . jl0:05 am No. 27, Mexico Express
pounds?
...Undertaker
ARRIVE
and Embalmer...
FROM
WEST.
functions of congress when It regu- Food Coffee were doing for people but Missouri Pacific
17.000,000
17
7:35 am No. 2,
Antoulto
6:35 pm
A. You mny. It ought to be known. I bnvt
Atlantic Express
8:06 a.m.
11,000,000 told
lates rates.
20 Vfc
never thought they applied to me Manhattan
am
18
6:10
8:D0pm
Alamosa
Years Actual Experience
a great many about It Cijuolf.
No. 4, Chicago Limited
11:59 p.m.
This fight againBt the commission is However, my ever kind husband one Metropolitan St. Ry..42
22,0110,000
I 1:37 am
Q
You found It hard to convince themt
Pueblo
3:05 ami
License No. 100 by tbe State
No. 8, Chicago Express
p.m.
6:45
one of long standing. The railroads night brought home a package of each New York Central . . .37
40,000,000
can
easily.
believe
Yoi 7:15amAr... Denver ...Lv 9:30pm
A Only those cured
LEAVE GOINO WEST.
Board of Health of Kansas.
111 have great difficulty In niuklng people bo
claim that the position assumed by I had tried to quit coffee but every Northwestern
89
00,500,000
No. 1, California Express.... 8:15p.m.
Sunday.
except
dally
run
law,
Trains
the commission under the Elklns
12,000,000 lleve It.
time a terrible pain would come In my Norfolk & Western ..12
3, California Limited. . . .11:00 a.m.
Office and Parlor
Q. Had physicians diagnosed your case Si
Connections with tbe main line and No.
if sustained, would be equivalent to head after each meal.
C.500,000
19
No. 7, Mex. & Cal. Express. .10:45 p.m.
People's Gas
RAILROAD AVENUE
W.
307
as
follows:
branches
government ownership of railroads.
carry mall from the east
No. 7
00,0(10,000 diabetes?
33
"I had no faith In your food and Pennsylvania
r also affwteJ
A. Several.
The Ittduovs
Open Day and Night.
At Antonito for Durango, SHverton nd No. will
8
west.
from
The railroads have enlisted the serv- drink helping me, but to please hus Southern Railway ...10
the
18,000,000 I had to sleep w ith n.y baud undur my back to and all points in the San Juan country.
.
The No. 3 and No. 4 are the limited
sustain me so 1 teouia
ices of the most promineut corpora- band I tried the Food Coffee and the L'nlon Pacific
tG.O'lO.OU"
23
At Alamosa (with standard gauge)
u How lorm fori) y.iu began to Improve?
prob-cHeatst,
of
the
and
lawyers
is
It
tion
Grape-Nuts- .
101,000,000
A.
It took hold mowiy It must have been for La Veta, Pueblo, Colorado Springs and they arrive dally.
Postum satisfied my taste United States Steel.. 19
weeks,
Local freight No. 99, going south. W.
CO.
TRIMBLE
that the battle will be fought out and I loved Grape-Nut81,000,000 soverul
breakfast food U. S. Steel, preferred. 10
y. How luug before you wore fully restored and Denver, also with narrow gauge carries passengers.
in the Vnited State courts at Cleve- with good cream.
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Denver,
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and
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or
yusr.
a
A
Monte
A.
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street,
Second
Railroad
Detween
and
F.
Agent
b.
MYERS.
uu vou recall anv vou told shout It?
U
land.
Creede and all points In the San Luis
$fiC7,2i'0,Oiio
Copper avenue
"In a day or two I began to Improve
Total
A. One was a Mrs. D., a friend of ours lu tbe
line
with
Sallda
main
valley.
At
Her trouble wad Bright a UlseuHO.
That was seven months ago. My im
Many stocks, brides those Included country. recovered.
A UNIFORM TICKET.
loo,
(standard gauge) for all points east
provement has been so steady that lu the above enumeration, might prop but),
Anv nlher?
U
Horses and Male bought and ezchang
west including Leadville and narand
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1903
CounIn
Windsor.
Sonoma
A.
friend
A
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now
Report
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Make
being
Instead of
a miserable, nerv erly be classified as active. There
Passenger Committee
ed.
Livery, Sale, Feed and
was swollen with ilropay, and I sent ber Ilia row gauge points between Sallda and
,
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ous wreck, I am a strong, healthy wo scarcely anything on the list that has Hiii'tH's DlauuNuC omixmud, tue second dozen Grand Junction.
in Short Time.
Transfer Stables
her.
eomplutely
restorlm
The passenger officials of the prin- man weighing 140 pounds, can work not undergone severe shrinkage. The Q
City
for
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the
and
Florence
At
hat do you think now of the ourabllity
cipal lines of the country are expect- from daylight till dark with a life and biggest loss in points occurred In Chi Of UrlRhl's Dl shush ami Uialwtusr
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who
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A
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a
I
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me
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time
never
a
short
about
have
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ing that within
that
tor. At Pueblo, Colorado Springs and Sole Agents for Casino Canned Goods, BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY.
caeo & Northwestern, which
Compounds for a fcuXU leut luugth of tliuil.
Jas. Heekln & Co.'s Coffees,
I
"I use two pounds of Grape-NutDenver with all Missouri river lines
ways been regarded as one of the chol
ticket will be adopted by all road3.
Granite Flour.
Address W. L. TRIMBLE St CO,
The first step is expected to be taken each week and drink Postum Food est standards.
The greatest loss in
Medical works afn'e that Brlshl's Disease for all points east.
Albun.uerq.ue, N. M.
For further Information address the
Diabetes ure lucurahle, but 87 per w nt. are
vhen the special committee composed Coffee twice a day, and expect to as dollars is in the stock of the steel anil
under the Fulton Co
DoMiilvttlv
of renresentattives from each of the long as I live for it has been a god trust. Between the high and low points bound. (ComiLou forms at kidney complain undersigned.
Through passengers from Santa Fe Staple and Fancy Groceries
and rheumatism off r but short resinlsuce.)
send to me and mine.
territorial associations make Its
stockholders of the common and
Disease and l 60 for in standard gauge sleepers from AlaI'noo, II for Ilia
214 8outh Second 8treeL
A. E.
"Husband quit coffee and took up
.loiin J
uium IO
This committee, which was se
issues face a loss of $192.oo0,. the Diubetlo Co!:,iu:i
mosa can have berths reserved on apFIRE INSURANCE
lected over a year ago, has held sev I'ostum when I did. His dyspepsia en 000. This shrinkage falls on 2,ooo tompoundnni. Fret! tisin made for palloul. plication.
HllEboro Creamery Butter Best on
eral meetings since, and much work tirely disappeared and he has never stockholders.
DusorlpLve pampliii i uiui.ou true.
U. W. ItOHUINS, Gin. Agt,
Earth.
Secretary Mutual Building Assoclatloa
Mr. Keene is popularly supposed to
had a return of it.' Name given by
v. has been done toward eliminating ob
J. II. O'Rlelly & Co.. Bole Ageuts
Santa Fe. N. M.
jectionable features which were parts I'ostum Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Free Delivery Office at J. U. Ba'drldge's Lumber Tar 4
have "hedged" his Immense holdings Albuquerque.
S. K. HOOPER, O. P. A., Denver, Colo. O.ders Solicited.
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I.ucero, and second lieutenant, J. C. MURDERERS
AND
HOLG UPS.
ver, Colorado City and Pueblo the
MATTERS.
OFFICIAL
lynch. The resignation of Captain
purses will average about 7,800 each.
acting
H.
Strong
Albuquerque,
F.
of
Albuquerque horses did so well here
quartermaster of the Firm regiment
last fall that the owners are encour
The Frontier Doings of a Small Band
aged to try abroad. There are a few Land Offiee Transactions-Gc- v.
A Correspondent Sends a Batch of
horses owned here now that can go
of Desperadoes.
firs lieutenant and adjutant of the sec- with the best of them and the chances
Makes Appointments.
Interesting Items.
end battalion of the First regiment of
are that some of them will get some
nfantry. Eugene W. Halter of Albu
easy money In Colorado.
querque
was appointed asslntant surSTORY AS TOLD THE CITIZEN.
Among the horses that will take the
GUARD CHANGES.
NATIONAL
GUESTS AT THE SPRINGS.
geon of the First regiment of Infantry
Colorado circuit this season are Primwith the rank of first lieutenant, and
rose and Young Hall, the property of
resigned
to the second battalion.
The latter part of last November
Ron-haTreasure,
Joseph Barnett; Bonnie
Governor Otero ha3 appointed
Special Correspondence.
In the afternoon Sam and Bill
late
owned by W. L. Trimble; Shecam,
H. Ilakor of Portales, Roosevelt
have
accidents
Ordinary
household
Faywcrd Hot Springs, Faywood. N. owned by Frank Sturges, and Boone, county, a notary public.
a bottle of Dr. Martin and Cherokee BUI, former Col
no
terrors
when
there's
your
M., April 2. The recent visit of
owned by Emil Mann. All of the Aorado and Indian Territory cow boys,
the lbuquerque horse3 will return to the Fees First Judicial Dittrict Court Thomas' Eclectrlc Oil In the medicine
Mr. McCreight to this "neck o'
chest. Heals burns, cuts, bruises, and who but recently acquired the fame
woods" has attracted more attention city In time to get Into the fair meetTurned Over.
sprains. Instant relief.
of outlawry, rode into the little town
to The Citizen and to your section of ing In October.
District Cou:t Clerk A. M. Bergere
o
of Carolton, Colo., on the line of the
our goodly territory thnn has any re
territory
the
with
Court.
Police
tiia'le a settlement
cent event of a personal or private
SCIENCE SETTLES IT.
Three natives and one foreigner, Santa Fe railway, about twelve miles
for the quarter ending March 31, 1903.
They bitched their
buslnera nature.
turning over to the treasury district wearing green, blew Into the city bas- - cast of Lamar.
During the past week this resort Dandruff is Caused by a Germ That court fees for the first Judicial dis- tlle yesterday and last night.
They horses and proceeded to hold up and
succeeded
Saps the Hair's Vitality.
find eanitarium has entertained a small
trict received during the quarter were brought before Tollce Judge rob the postofilce. They
tut lively, party from Silver City: Mr. It Is now a settled fart that dandruff amounting to $439.06.
Crawford this morning and plead admirably, and without a hitch in the
and Mrs. W. H. Newcomb, Mr. and Is caused by a germ. Falling hair and
guilty to being drunk and disorderly. proceedings appropriated all the cashDr.
SeemUr.der Civil Service.
Mr. H. H. Betta. A. B. Laird. P. C. baldness are the result of dandruff.
The natives had no money, so they on hand, amounting to $62.12.
got
After April 5 the mineral divisions will Improve the streets for five days inly satisfied with the little money se
Hobart and Rev. H. W. Huff nor. Mr. K. J. Beardslcy, of Champaign, 111.,New-bros
of the surveyor penerals' offices of Col- each under the direction of Commls cured, they started, horseback, across
Newcomb Is the active and efficient hold of the new hair preparation,
one
only
that
thriving
the
Herpiclde
peace
his
of
orado, Utah, Wyoming, Idaho and New
Justice of the
Martin Tierney. The miscreant the corner of Kansas toward No Man s
little city. Mr. Betts Is city clerk, kills the dandruff germ. He Bays: "I Mexico, which are sustained by de- from Ireland had the clianse, and Land.
The robbery occurred about 6 o'clock
notary public, expert bookkeeper and used H?rplcide for my dandruff and posits from the Individuals desiring gave ur $5.
central accountant. "Andy" I.aird of falling hair, and I am well satisfied the surveys, will be placed under civil
A lady's dark red wh"l bearing no and by 9 o'clock that evening Sheriff
the general contracting firm of I.aird with the result." Dr. J. T. Fugate, of service rules. This order places the name or make la at the city building Frank Tate of Trinidad and two depuft Matthews, la so well known as for- Urliana, 111., says: "I have used Her- force of the offices named under civil awaitlns the owner. It was picked ties were on the trail. The night was
county that piclde for dandruff with excellent re- service.
mer sheriff or this (Orant)
up by one of Marshal McMillin's men very clear and the officers had very
little trouble In keeping In sight. Three
further deserlpt in room-- ; unnecessary. sults. I shall prescribe it in my pracSurvey Ordered.
Beauty and Strength.
houra after daybreak the first morning
This energetic firm has secured the tice." Herpiclde kills the dandruff
Surveyor General Llewellyn has Is Are desirable. You are strong and vig the officers came up with the robcontract for the Ftone dam at Fort germ. Physicians as well as the gen
Bayard, against several competitors, eral public say so.
sued an order for the official survey orous, when your blood Is pure. Many bers, and a running fight followed. In
Send of the Whale group of lode mining
any, most women, fail to properly the skirmish which lasted for more
"Sold by leading druggists.
rnd last Monday their quarrymcn and
10c In stamps for sample to The Her- claims, comprising
extractors commenced operations.
the Whale and digest their food, and so become pale, than an hour Sheriff Tate was woundHon. D. C. Hobart is quits well piclde Co., Detroit, Mich. B. H. Briggs Whale Mine No. 1. lodes situated in sallow, thin and weak, while the ed and one of his deputies had a horse
known In Santa Fe as a member of the & Co., special agnnts.
the Bromide Mining district, in Rio Ar brightness, freshness and beauty of the shot from under him.
"third house" at every session of the
riba county. The claimant is the Bell skin and complexion, depart. Remedy
Posses were organized at Trinidad,
ARBOR DAY.
legislature, and through this section
Royal Copper MJnlng and Milling com this unpleasant evil, by eating nour Los Animos and Lamar, and the hunt
A posse
of the territory as an active republic- Many Trees Planted Throughout City pany. The survey will bo made by ishing food, and taking a small dose of was taken up in earnest.
depu Heruine after each meal, to digest composed of deputy United States maran political worker.
States
United
Wheeler,
Duane
Today.
Valley
and
Rev. H. W. Ruffner, pastor of the
what you have eaten; 6jc at Cosmo' shals and postoffice inspectors again
Today, April 3, designated by the ty mineral surveyor.
Episcopal church in Silver City, came povernor as Arbor Day, is being obpolitan Pharmacy, B. Huppe.
came up on the highwaymen in the
Land Office Business.
laBt Monday and Tuesday drove nine served In a most 'proper manner In alcountry known as the Cedars in the
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
The following homestead entries
miles to Dwyer. a thriving agricultu- most every locality in New Mexico.
No Man's Land. A fight took place
ral settlement on the Mimbres river, It Is estimated that more trees will were made yesterday: Jose de la Cruz
in which five horses, all belonging to
Alvarado.
where he united In marriage Mr. Rob be set out In the territory today than Archuleta, Kennedy, 160 acres in San'
Has- - the outlaws, were killed and Cherokee
DeL.
R.
Mrs.
and
Lieutenant
ta Fe county; Rafael Baca, Wagon
captured. His capture was
ert P. Boone and Miss Betty Sparra.
troock, United States navy; E. Acker- - Bill was
and re- on any previous Arbor Day.
' The groom Is a
Mound, 160 acres in Mora county.
made possible by his horse being shot
A.
C.
public
educational
Denver;
Hull,
Especially
T.
George
are
mann,
the
spected cowman of this section, and
The following final homestead en
from under him. In the fall he was Ininstitutions taking an active part in tries were made yesterday: Jose Botsford, Delta, Colo.; H. L. Rankin, jured
the Dride Is from Belton, Tex., whence keeping
so badly that It was useless for
F. M. Gunn, Chicago;
the day.
Abran Sanchez, Wagon Mound. 160 I nlontown, Pa.;Sprague. Mrs. Emma S. him to take to the brush, as was then
she came last September to teach the
uni
the
out
at
program
carried
Mrs.
Helen
W.
The
acres in Mora county; Rumaldo Tru
having been
district school at Dwyer. No sooner versity of New Mexico Is as follows:
W. Perry Bock, El necessary, all the horses
Jlllo, Trementtna, 160 acres In San Mi Morse, Wisconsin;
does a worthy, desirable Fchool ma'am
took to
brothers
Martin
The
killed.
Louis;
were
from
Charles
taken
Paso; A. Cooper, St.
Cotton wood trees
county.
get fairly acquainted with her patrons
guel
evading
escaped,
again
and
woods
the
3. Kay. Springfield, O.; C. C. Hamlin,
Rio Grande valley and reset on the
than some appreciative, selfish rancher the
the officers even In close quarters.
wife,
Troy
campus.
and
A.
E.
Sprlng3;
varsity
Colorado
National Guard Inspection.
appropriates her. So It is, and so may
They proceeded south In No Man's
The Indoor exercises were held In as
The several companies of infantry New York; M. A. Otero, New Mexico;
it continue.
some
Land, where they surprised
m.,
p.
S.
1:30
began
Cruces;
at
r.nd troops of cavalry of the New Mex W. II. H. Llewellyn, Las
Mr. J. J. Smith, a mine expert and sembly hall, and
San- campers and stole a team of mules.
M.
hours.
Norton,
E.
several
lasting
Lunas;
Las
Luna,
gone
Inspected
lco national guard will be
speculator of Denver, Colo., has
e
About the middle of January a
during the present month by an officer ta Fe; C. H. Jordan, Hutchinson, Kan.;
Into the mountains above Mimbres The Trees of New Mexico"
cow
couple
of
a
inspector
and
O. Tight
W.
Chicago;
W.
SchmH.
President
W.
S.
Davidson,
of the regular army. The Inspection
Hot Springs to examine some
Miss Grace Houghton is for the purpose of ascertaining the
J, S. Jacobson New York City; boys met with and engaged the MarVocal Solo
properties.
conCalifornla"Prof.Hodglns
of
Trees
"The
Mr.
Mrs. Arnold Hagner, Wash- tins in a running fight, but to no
and
numerical strength of the guard for
Mr. W. R. Moore and his sister, Miss
killing of one horse.
sequence
but
the
Douglas
Walker
John
Chicago;
Solo
Vocal
Whiffen,
W.
ington,
D.
T.
C;
the purpose of determining the num
Rose Mooio of Santa Barbara, Cal.,
Miss Florence Chapin ber of new arms to be issued under William Z. McDonald, Columbus, O.; January 30 the Martins appeared In
are here as a part of their tour for Reading
the neighborhood bordering between
Johnson
Miss
Piano
the provisions of the militia law en H. C. Meyer, Braddock, Pa.; H. C. No Man's Land and Oklahoma, and
health and recreation. k
to
good
things
many
banquet
of
A
Cozle,
Chica
ImBoston;
John
Churchill,
congress
though
much
Tracy,
Jolly 31m
acted at the last session of
railway station of Marlow
proved In health, is yet at the Fay. eat followed. The Albuquerque Indian The dates for the Inspections are as go; Miss Bradshaw, Miss Juno, New robbed the
Many
elaborate.
as
equally
was
school
,
follows: Santa Fe, April 20; Las Ve York; C. C. Hawley, Colorado Springs; on the Rock Island road. Before bythisa
wood.
robbery they had been Joined
gas, April 21; Albuquerque, April 22 J. F. McNally, John O. Dowd, J.
Mrs. W. H. Gleason, an old friend trees' were planted.
SumSan. Martial; William B. Thomp- man by the name of Clarence
Socorro, April 23; Silver City, April
of Mr. and Mrs. Tracy, Is a valuable"
man. .The
cowboy
bad
mons,
and
A Great Sensation.
a
son,
Boston.
24.
addition to our colony by reason of
three men walked into the station and
There was a big sensation In Lees
her attractive personality, constant ville,
Sturges' European.
of
demanded Agent Rose to hold up bis
W.
Brown
H.
that
when
Ind.,
Request
Denied.
of
camaraderie.
spirit
cheerfulness and
Colllnsvllle, O.; Alfred hands. The demand was accompaniej
to die, had
Santa Fe will not receive the Fort W. T. Scott,
Manager McDermott has Just re- place, who was expected
Merrltt, Mrs. by each of the outlaws pointing an
Alfred
Mrs.
King's
Dis
New
by
Dr.
Merritt.
life
his
saved
Marcy reservation yet awhile. In re
trip of
turned from a cattle-buyinSandilara,
ugly looking gun at the agent's head.
Thomas
Johnson,
Mary
writes:
Consumption.
covery
IJe
for
ply to the memorial adopted by the
eight days and reports that the recent I
Minn.; W. N. Townsend, Santa
The interesting part of this hold up
agonies from legislature that the reservation be glv
Insufferable
endured
encouraged
so
ranchers
the
rains have
gave en to
O. E. SwanEon, La Junta; F. G. was that a carload of dynamite was
Fe;
Discovery
your
New
but
asthma,
uses,
public
Secre
city
part
for
the
that he could secure only a small
and soon there- tary J. W. Reynolds has received the Utley, Algodones, N. M.; George Bol- stored in the depot at the time, and
or the stock cattle he wants for his me Immediate relief
Derby and had any of the robbers fired a shot
Simi
complete
cure."
a
effected
after
following letter from J. J. Fimple, as ton, Prescott, Ariz.; F. D.
ranges. On a trip through the Mimconsumption, pneumonia, Blatant commissioner of the general wife, Cleveland; A. O. Austin, Kansas while they were pointing their guhs
cures
of
lar
Is
valley
traveler
observant
the
bres
at Rose on either the right or left of
numerous. land office: "In reply to your letter City; J. E. Munro, Buffalo, N. Y.
much pleased to see that every piece bronchitis and grip are
him the ball would have struck this
all
throat
for
remedy
peerless
the
It's
of farming land is being utilized in an- an lung troubles. Price, 60c and $1. of February 19, 1903, addressed to the
Hotel Highland.
Agent Rose thought of
dynamite.
i
president of the United States, Inclos
M.
Guyon.
ticipation of a very productive year,
M.
Ing.
J.
Paso;
El
J. H.
this terrible danger. It is needless to
as there is an abundant flow of water Cuaranteed by all druggists. Trial Ing a memorial of the legislative as L. Guyon. Mrs. Guyon, Kansas City; say that he was badly frightened.
sembly of the territory of New Mex Spencer Balcomb, Algodones, N. M.;
and the weather has been very pro bottles free.
The robbers took what little money
ico, asking that the Fort Marcy aban Miss Foord, Laguna, N. M.; Miss H.
pitious. Peach, cherry and plum trees
was in the station cotters and,
there
doned military reservation, N. M., be L. Hull, DesMoines, la.; Mrs. M. J. taking
are In bloom, huge bouquets of color,
the frightened agent about a
granted to the municipal corporation Sholes, Morrison, 111.; Miss S. A. Lar-riua lltttle early, perhaps, but very beau
half a mile from the railroad, stood
public
M.,
N.
of
DARNOC
certain
Fe,
for
Santa
tlfuL
Omaho, Neb.
him on a bank, saying: "Don't move
uses, you are advised that on March
until we whistle. If you do you will
Eczema, scald head, hives, Itchiness
19, 1903, the secretary of the interior
Grand Central.
shot." The ruseful miscreants disbe
Instantly
reliev
any
sort,
of the skin of
T. H. Spilman and wife, Ottumwa,
denied the request."
LIVESTOCK MARKET8.
In the darkness. Rose stood
appeared
ed, permanently cured. Doan's Oint
la.; A. Masater, Pueblo; L. F. Gifford,
until ho was nearly frozen and
there
Named.
Boards
Institution
ment. At any drug store.
.
City.
Silver
Chicago.
decided that he would Just as soon be
o
Governor Otero appointed the fol
Chicago, April 3. Cattle Market lowing boards of managers of terrl
shot as to freeze to death, and reMetropolitan.
PURCHASED COAL LANDS.
steady; good to prime steers, $4.90
Bartley
O.;
to the depot. On the night of
turned
Toledo,
and
dumb
Abner
Hancock,
Deaf
torlal institutions:
medium,
.uu()t.; asylum, R. J. Palen and S. G. Cart- - McFagur, Flagstaff, Ariz.
A. H. Hilton Paid tlo.000 to Raceivsnu' w:
March 2 they robbed the station house
stockers and feeders, $2.7604.76; cows wright of Santa Fe and Jose A. Lu
at Hennesy, O. T., and killed the night
Bowman
l $1.6004.60;
heifers, $2.t04.80 can- - cero of Espanola; miners' hospital, A
For uver Sixty rears.
J
United
Special Correspondence.
watchman in cold blood.
An old and well tried remedy.
Las Cruces, N. M.. April S. Mr. and ner, $1.6002.90; bulls, $2.50 0 4.40; R. Stretcher and M. R. Mendelson of
States Marshal Fassett of Oklahoma
I calves. 13 60(37 25.
Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup has crganized a posse. Two fights followMrs. A. H. Hilton of San Antonio, N.
Raton and W. F. McCash of Folsora;
Sheep Market steady;
good
to reform school, Thomas D. Burns of been used for over sixty years by mil- ed In which one deputy and several
M., were guests at Hotel Don Bennardo
yesterday. While in Las Cruces Mr. choice wethers, $5.9006.65; fair to Tierra Amarilla, Venceslao Jaramlllo lions of mothers for their children torses were killed. The robbers stole
Hilton in behalf of the Carthage Coal choice mixed, $4.5005.50; western of El Rito and Pedro Sanchez of Taos; while teething with perfect success. a team of horses of the father of
company paid to H. D. Bowman, re- sheep, $5.60 07.00; native lambs, $5.00 blind asylum, A. J. King and A. P. It soothes the child, softens the gums, Clarence Summers and were last heard
ceiver United States land office, nearly 07.25; western lambs, $5.7506.80.
Jackson of Alamogordo and A. J. Ha- - allay 8 all pain, cures wind colic, and of on the old Fort Cantonement trail
Is the best remedy for diarrhoea.
Is headed up the Canadian river. The
910,000 for coal lands belonging to the
ger of Mestlla Park.
WOOL MARKET.
company at Carthage, N. M. This Is
pleasant to the taste. Sold by drug officers are in pursuit and It Is known
National Guard Changes.
gists In every part nf the world. that the fleeing robbers are coming
the largest sum ever paid into the land
bt. Louis.
Governor Otero has accepted the Twenty-fivoffice at one time either by single In
cents a bottle. Its value toward New Mexico.
St. Louis, April 3. Wool Steady;
resignations of Captain Bonifacio
dividual or corporation since the land territory and western mediums, 15
Is Incalculable. Be sure and ask for
It will be noted that in this succesFlrat Lieutenant Louis Guerln, Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup, and sion of battles more than a dozen
office was established here. This Is 17c; fine, 11016c; coarse, 12015c.
former officers of Company K, New take no other kind.
the coal property which has been in
horses were killed.
Mexico National Guard of Las Vegas.
GRAIN AND PROVISIONS.
dispute and contested in the courts
ofrags
maWANTED
A lazy liver makes a lazy man. Bur- for
Clean cotton
He has appointed the following as
und before the general land office for
,1
,.1, Tllswwl ntttop,o l. a (kji
Chicago, 111., April 3. The following ficers of the company: Captain, A. R.
natural
- - nfv.
-- '
purposes
chine
office.
Citizen
at
bUV ..V.The
has
years,
title
and
'...
the
the last three
IUUVA
quotations
were
at
the
4
the
close
of
remedy for a lazy liver.
the
per
Price
pound.
er
Bonifacio
cents
DaCosta;
lieutenant,
first
government
finally been issued by the
today:
to Mr. Hilton and his associates. There market
Wheat May, 73c; July, 7014c.
ere three developed mines on this
Corn April. 42c; May, 43c.
property equipped with machinery
Oats April, 33c; May, Z3
fifty
for
mining.
houses
Some
for
II
miners to live in have been built and 33c. May,
$17.12V4; July, $17.17V$.
Pork
coal is being shipped daily to Mexico
May,
Lard
July,
$9.90;
$9.75.
and Arizona smelter and mining com
Ribs May, $9.80; July, $9.57.
panles, as it is one of the best steam
south
coking
the
coal mines in
and
STOCK8, MONEY AND METAL.
west.
New York, April 3. The following
Its the little colds that grow Into were the quotations of the New York
Only the best grades carried-eve- ry
foot
In
Vlg colds; the big colds that end
stock market at the close of today:
litconsumption and death. Watch the
tested to
pound pressure.
your
83 4
Atchison
tle colds. Dr. Wood's Norway Pine AtchlHon, preferred
87 V4
neighbors who have used it, if it is
Syrup.
New York Central
132
--o
Pennsylvania
as represented h ot ot h h m m m
1364
ALBUQUERQUE HORSES.
Southern Pacific
58
Harness Animals to Participate in Union Pacific
80V4
Colorado Races.
Union Pacific, preferred
89 V4
The spring race meetings of the weBt United States Steel
35
will begin in a few weeks. A few of United States Steel, preferred ... 86
a
the Colorado meets will be held In
Money Market.
May. The purses offered are unusualNew York, April 3. Money on call
ly attractive, some of them amounting
WHOLESALE IIARDWAUE
up Into the thousands of dollars. At easier at 7V4 per cent. Prime merper cent. Sil113-115-1the Trinidad meet the Elks hav hung cantile paper at
Albcquerquc, JTew Mexiro
South First Street
ver, 49 V4.
up $9,000. At Colorado Springs, Pe

FAWOOD

HOT

SPRINGS.

Oiero,"

.Jfi

well-know- n

For the next two weeks we
will make a discount of 20 per
cent from the selling price of
any piece of Chinaware. Tableware or Crockery in our store.
New stock just received and
several new patterns to select
from. COME EARLY

O. W. STRONG
AND SONS
GROSS, KELLY & CO.
(Incorporated)
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WHOLESALE

Wool, Hides, Pelts

paTpHHIiliil we handle
llll! HI)
n. v. oaKina

HiEJ

'

f

Du-lut-

THE MARKETS

Navajo Blankets,
'T,!.'rJ
Curtice Canned Goods,
1
?
Colorado Lard anl Meats.

e

Lu-cer-

V-

1

8)IFdl3ini n73

I

,

300

--

llll

EATBENDJC'

1
Houses at
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M., EAST LAI
VEGAS, N. M. AND G LOR-- I
ETA, N. M.

SPRING MEDICINES.
Have just poured the second sack of
Sassafras Root into the window.

At

.r'ftt

Perhaps you used to dig it when you
? Can't
was a boy back In
dig it any cheaper than we sell it
a pound. Enough for a gallon
or two of "Sassafras Tea."

25t

GEO. B. WILLIAMS, Prescription

Colorado Phone

63

Druggist, 117 West Railroad Avenue.
Automatic Phone 458.

BALDRIDGE

J. C.

Native and Chicago Lumber.

s,

Vr

- A

Ppvuder,

WE HAVE ALL THE POPULAR

Gtf-for-

g

I

nmiu

IIIIMI'l

post-offic-

i

-- 1

PAINT CoversBUILDING PAPER Always In Stock.
Morel Looks Best! Wears Longest Sash, Doors, Blinds, Plaster, Llms,
Most Economical I Full Measure!
Cement, Glass, Paint, etc.
Flrat Street and Lead Avenue, Albuquerque.

SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

S

1

ADVERTISE

TIE

IN

CITIZEN

DAILY

OLD RELIABLE"

ESTABLISHED 1878

L. B. PUTNEY,

WHOLESALE GROCER.
Flour, drain
and Provision!,
Car lata

s apaclalty .

Carrl
Mid

the LargMt
Stock l

neat ExUotiv

StapleOroceriee
toaad mtbvul.

FARH AND FREIOHT WAdONS.
Albuquerque

Railroad Avenue

...Styles

Up-to-Dat- e...

COME, DON'T BE LATE
We can show you a nice new and complete stock of all kinds of
Carriages, Buggies, Road Wagons, Phaetons and Standhopes, ect.
BAIN and OLD HICKORY Farm Wagons, Harness and Saddles.

Ask

not

WHITNEY CO

&(

17

Our Prices are extremely low.

Let us prove this to you.

J. KORBER & CO.
Corner First St. and Copper Ave.

Albuquerque, New Mexico

THE ALDUQUEKQUE DAILY" CITIZEN FRIDAY APRIL

I JUST RIGHT
The Groceries you buy here aro just right.
The best quality at a fair price.

Our

Coffee

40-ce- nt

i

Osh-kos-

se

A. J. MALOY,

214 W. Railroad Ave

ooeoex5ex)ex5ex5ex5ax)ex3exo
REAL COMFORT AT HOME
can be taken when your rooms are cov-

'..jar

TZZ

ered with handsome carpets and rugs,
which can be chosen from our superb
stock of Ingrains and Velvets. If you
want real value for your money carpets and rugs that will wear well and
look well examine the values that we
are now offering. Brussels at 75c per
yard, Wilton at 30c per yard, and last
Season sample Rugs at one-hal- f
price
to close out. Call early and get your
choice.

Futrelle Furniture Co.

C O P Y R I G tl T .

West End Viaduct
Cor. Second 8treet and Gold Avenu

WfOMWH

Boarding and Rooming House Agency
INFORMATION FREE.
Why walk all over town hunting for rooms and board?
We have a great many desirable rooms in all parts of the city.
Agents for Camp Bernie 22 miles from
Very Reasonable.

Albuquerque-Ter- ms

Purdy

&

S02 South First Street

Beaven's Coal Office
8

245 and 300
The above numbers draw the clock and ring,

cot-thtg-

respectfully. Holders of tickets bearing above
numbers please call at once with the tickets.

Rflaynard,

The Jeweler
THIRD STREET

Meal Market
AUkofnnresn

ad sail McaiS'

4

STEAM SAUSAGE FACTORY.

EN1IL KLEINWORT,
MASONIC BUILDIN6.

AMERICAN

N. THIRD 8TRKV

RUPPE,

B.

SILVER

TRUOG.

PRESCRIPTIONS

1

LIGHT.

Mutual Telephone

COCL.

Enjr to V.'csr.
Severe,!
Hernia
iwltb Couilort,

TH 1ST.
SiKPlE
Finest
Whiskies,
Braodies,
Wlnea, etc.

ELMO

1ND CLUB ROOM.

JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop.
120 W.

DEALERS IN

Ooods.
Sole agents for 5an Antonio Lime.

LIODORS.

Free Delivery to all

Railroad Ave, Albuquerque.

Flour, Feed, Provisions, Hay
and drain.
Imported French and Italian

Toti & Gradi
GROCERIES AND

43.

West Railroad Avenue
Albuquerqu, N. fl.

No. 303

o preMuia oil
ips or fol k.
No widentrap.
ever uuvcv

Parts

Old Phone 247

of

the City.
7

d

three-year-ol-

record-breakin-

s

S

North Third Street

v

3
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THE FRESHEST LINE OF ROOTS, HERBS AND TE1S

SEE

Dealer in Stoves, Tin and Granite Ware
All Kinds of Tin, Copper and Sheet

J. H O'RIELLY

&

olo

MEW RHONK

CO.,

PRESCRIPTION DRUGGISTS

Iron Work to Order
Roofing, Guttering and Repairing

if i

.

FOFl THE BLOOD

T. O. AnES, Proprietor.

STREET

.

SHK N(t

SHEET AND METAL WORKS

815 SECOND

li

Dem-Lebare-

Will cause a satisfied smilo wherever used.
Remember the place and don't waste time in
looking for these things.

Grant

noon and will tie continued through tomorrow. Some of the educators of wide
note are down for papers or addresses
LETTER LIST.
are Henry Sabln of lies Moines, Professor F. J. Turner of thhe University
of Wisconsin, Miss Ada Johnson of
Following Is the lint of letters re- Baraboo, Prof. W. C. Hewitt of
maining uncalled for in the postofflce
and Dr. George E. Vincent of the
at Albuquerque, N. M., for the week University of Chicago.
ending April 4, 1903:
Educators Meet In Chicago.
Ladies' List.
Chicago, 111., April 3. The annual
Baca, Miss
Mrs Nan- session of the North Central Associaetira
le .
tion of Colleges and Secondary schools
Blackburn, Mrs
Lewis, Mrs Julia
was commenced here today and will
Moya Sra Crus
Caldwell, Ida B
be contlued through tomorrow. Over
Jesse
Munon de
Blackburn, Mrs
Fren, Mrs Isabella one hundred members are present, representing the leading schools and colCarrie
Patterson. Mrs
leges of Michigan, Ohio, Wisconsin,
Carson, Miss Ra Laura A
mona
Stuart.MlRS Bertha Indiana. Illinois, Minnesota, Iowa, MisChabcs. Sra Cande-Soto- ,
Maria C de souri, Nebraska and Colorado.
lav Ha
Stockdale, Mrs
M'Leod vs. Jenkins.
Davis, Madam E
Chas
Bnffala, N. Y., April 3 Tom Jenkins
Dun, Mrs James
Thayer, Mrs Magof Cleveland, who lost the championgie
Gillette. Mrs O B
ship wrestling title to Dan McLeod at
Ooff, Mrs. Mary
Mrs
Geo
Wilson,
last fall, Is to be given a
Herman, Mrs Ellen Welch, Mrs Lizzie Worcester
regain
to
chance
it tonight, when the
Kuhne, Mrs Q T
two will meet on the mat under the
Men's L!st
auspices of a local athletic organizaAragon, Cirllo
Haynes, Sam
tion. The feeling between the two
Aragon. Francisc Johnsten, B P
wrestlers is not of the most cordial
Carillo de
Keen. R A
nature and there seems to be no doubt
Abbillar, Danian Kelbourne, E W
that the match will be one of the
Bennrtt, I
Lawler. J W
fiercest ever pulled off In this country.
Brinkley, A B
Leyba, Liandro
Beth appear to be in prime condition
Bara, Esquipula
Mallonce, John
for the contest.
Bridgewater, Evert McMillin, Luther
Beeson, T B
Miller, Leonard
Western Gymnastic Championships.
Businger, H
McDonald, W A
Minneapolis, Minn., April 3. Many
Blevins, John L McCannon, Geo
of the larger colleges of the west have
Bernah. Juan
Nelslar, W R
sent teams to compete In the second
Brown, Ralph L OToole, J J
annual meet of the Western IntercolBarela. Victor
O'Brien, Peruna
legiate Gymnastic association which
Bennett, J H
Olguin, Toriblo
takes place tonight In tue armory of
Cleveland, Grover Reynolds. Jas
the University of Minnesota. Some of
Chavze, David G Ruoke, Edward
the institutions to be well represented
Dyer, O C
Squires, Charles P are the University of Chicago, UniverDuran, Tibilo
Salazar, Simon
sity of Wisconsin, Grlnnell College and
Elmer, Frank
Sanchez, Procopio Northwestern University. The large
Epperson, A E
Underwood, E W
entry list gives promise of the most
Gonzales, Pedro Wilson, James W
successful affair of the kind ever held
Garule, Antonio Walton, J W
In this part of the country.
Baca y
Williams, Harry
Hopley, R H
Wilson, J S
Tho . ladies of the Presbyterian
Hall, Obie
Willy, Marron F
church will give an Easter social FriHill, O T
Whitney, N S
day afternoon and evening at 311 West
Hagan, C
Young, Chas
Railroad avenue. Handmade stocks,
Henderson, Bertie
handkerchiefs and turnover collars In
Persons calling for the above named variety will be. for sale. A musical
letters will please eay "Advertised," program will be given 22. Ic cream
,md give the date of publication.
and cake will be served. Don't forget
R. XS. HOPKINS,
the time and place.
Postmaster,
Real Estate Sale.
Otto Dieckmann yesterday sold for
Walks Without Crutches.
I was much afflicted with sciatica, Mrs. Mary Carroll to Mr. Edward I.
writes Ed. C. Nud, Iowaville, Sedgwick Johnston and daughter, Mrs. Cora
county, Kansas, "going about on Eichar, the north half of lots 11, 12,
crutches and suffering a deal of pain. 13 and 14, block L, Atlantic & Pacific
I was induced to try Ballard's Snow addition.
A modern seven-rooe
will be built at once on the lots.
Liniment, which relieved me. I used
three 50c bottles. It is the greatest
GOOD APPOINTMENT.
liniment I ever used; have recommended It to a number of persons, all
express themselves as being benefited A Former Albuquerque Boy Made Rail
road Physician at Gallup.
by it. I now walk without crutches,
Dr. Edmund &L Clayton, son of the
able to perform a great deal of light
labor on the farm." 25c, 50c and $1.00 Rev. William D. Clayton, who was
at Cosmopolitan Fiiarmacy, B. Ruppe. reared In Albuquerque, has Just been
appointed railroad doctor at Gallup,
o
and It was through the energy of his
No Epidemic.
W. O. Wright, supervisor of Indian friends that It was given to him. The
schools and temporarialy in charge of old physician, Dr .Harper, had resign
the Albuquerque Indian school, said ed, and he, together with the agent at
yesterday that one case of diphtheria Gallup, had asked for Dr. Clayton's
exists in the Indian town of Laguna, appointment Dr, Clayton began work
April 1. No doubt many of his old
and that It is properly quarantined.
schoolmates in New Mexico will con
gratulate him.
Save the Loved Ones!
Mrs. Mary A. Vliet, Newcastle, Colo.,
GALLUP.
writes:
"I believe Ballard's Hore-hounSyrup is superior to any other
cough medicine, and will do all that Is From the Republican.
T. Y. Maynard, one of Albuquerque's
claimed for It, and it is so pleasant to
take. My little girl wants to take It leading Jewelers, Is in town today.
Mr. Axelson, representing the Whit- when she has no need for it." Ballard's
Horehound Syrup Is the great cure for son Music company of Albuquerque, Is
all pulmonary ailments. 25c, 50c and In town this week.
son of Nick And-le- r
The
11.00, at Cosmopolitan Pharmacy, B.
died at Weaver Monday and was
Ruppe.
burled In the Catholic cemetery here
Tuesday.
Sleeping Cars on Electrics.
We have had good rains this winter,
Dayton, Ohio, April 3. Sleeping cars
will be run on the Appleyard electric but the one we are now having beats
roads in Ohio in the near future. The the record. A heavy rain has been
Dayton, Springfield & Urbana Electric falling since Tuesday night.
Claude Kreamer was unfortunate
railway, one of the roads of the system, is arranging to double track Its enough to break his arm while exercis
He
line from Dayton to Springfield. As ing In the gymnasium Saturday.
soon as the Ohio River & Western is getting along nicely and will be out
railway, another of the lines of this again In a few days.
Fred McSparron went to Clarkvllle
system, has been made standard gauge
parlor cars and sleeping cars will be Wednesday, where he has accepted a
run from Cincinnati to Wheeling, W. position as motor man at the mine.
We understand, also, that he will be
Va., with connections for Pittsburg.
one of the stars In the new ball team
The Brewery Workers' union will recently organized there.
President Roosevelt Is due at Albu
meet Saturday night at Carpenters'
hall, on West Gold avenue, to organize querque on Moy 5 on his tour of the
permanently. Charter and seal have west, and many of our people who can
afford the time and money will go to
arrived.
Albuquerque on that day and help en
tertain the president.
Wisconsin Teachers Meet,
Manager Maynard Gunsul of the Al
Madison, Wis., April 3. The presence of President Roosevelt here today buquerque Electric Light and Power
resulted in a
attend- company was here Saturday and In
ance on the annual meeting of the spectet'l the electric lighting plant of
Southern Wisconsin Teachers' associa- W. H. Wolff. He made the remark
tion. The same event caused a slight that it was one of the best equipped
change in the convention program, the au dneatest running electric plants
opening session of the forenoon cur- he had ever seen.
Manager Herman Switzer of the
tailed to permit the teachers to take
was
part In the popular demonstration in Harvev museum at Albuquerque Nav-ejoSaturday
and
took
back
six
here
honor of the nation's chief executive.
and a papoose from the reservaThe business sessions of the convenreside In the Indian
tion were got under way this after tion. They will
village and weave blankets for the

3
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PERSONAL PKOPERTY LOANS.

HONEY TO LOAN
Furniture,

Albert FaSber

On

Pianos, Organs, Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels, also on
Salaries. FROM $10 UPWARDS. One
to twelve months time Is given.
WKjout delay and strictly private.
Goods remain In your possession. GET
OUR RATES before borrowing.
PRIVATE OFFICES,
OPEN EVENINGS.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
Rooms S and 4 Grant BuiMing,
305 West Railroad Avenue.
company winch wlU'be quite
to the traveling public.

inlerest-in-

g

FLAGSTAFF.
From the Gem.
J. W. Francis was elected school
trustee for this school district last
Saturday.
Miss Lulu Hunter arrived Saturday
from Rock Port, Mo., where she attended the f 1101 a I of her father.
Mrs. T. F. McMIIlon left Monday for
her old home in California, where she
was caled by the death of her father.
Mrs. Annie Flowers has let the contract for the erection oT a
frame house on the south side of the
railroad track.
Mrs. James A. Vail won the iHamond
ring offered by the Petersou Entertainers last week to the most popular
lndy In Flagstaff.
County Assessor J. If. LInd has been
busy this week taking an Invoice of
the property of the taxpayers of Coconino county.
It Is rumored that the board of supervisors next week will take up the
matter of enclosing the court house
prounds'wlth a substantial and neat
fence.
Judge Sloan will commence the regular term of the district court here
on the 13th of this month. There are
tin cases for the grand Jury and
e
cases on the civil docket.
It Is almost an assured fact that
F lagstaff and vicinity
will enjoy a pros
perous year. Plenty of water and an
abundance of nutritious grass will help
the rancher, stockman and miner.
M. S. Beal arrived
Sunday night
fiom the Grand Canyon. He Informs
Cameron Is rushing matm that it.
ters on his Bright Ati?el trail and will
be able to accommodate the tourists,
ir good shape.
George HochdcrfTer arrived the first
c fthe week from an extended visit of
five months to Texas, New Mexico
Old Mexico and Southern Arizona,
but of all countries he says Cocoino
ccunty is good enough.

305 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDING

Headquarters for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blankets and
House Furnishing Goods.

...While You're Dusting...
and having the house renovated for the Spring and Summer you will of
course see what Is needed in every room from
the.kltchen to the par-lo- r
then come In and see how well and reasonably we can suppfy
your want.

For the Floors
Carpets, Rugs, Linoleum and
Mattings In all styles and all
prices.

11

For the Windows
Lace Curtains, Draperies and
Shades.

six-roo-

lllli1
oexcox3exoaoej(

'lek-i-

For the Tables
Elegant
Doylies.

Linen, Napkins and
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ZEIGER CAFE
OUIOTTF.T.

Ar.
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RftTTTC.
I
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BAR AND CLUB ROOMS

twen-ty-fiv-

FINEST WHISKIES. IV. PORTED A DOMESTIC WINiS & COGNAC.
The Coolest and Highest Grade of Lager served.
Finest and Best Imported and Domestto Cigars

.'eimi

- CROCKERY
i

ueMjwuejcjeK3eK3ex3eKooyToao4Boa.'-:'lar-v'ar-

FURNITURE

CLASSIFIED ADS.
Note AU classified advertisements
or ratir "liners," one cent a word for
each insertion. Minimum charge for
any classified advertisements, 15 cents.
In order to Insnre proper classification
all "liners" should be left at this office not later than 3 o'clock p. m.
WANTED.
To buy a fine and burglar
proof safe; weight 3,000 pounds or
more. Address "Y," Citizen.
IRON
WANTED Two lady agents to travel,
salary and expenses. Address "D.
H.," this office.
WANTED Assistance In the Chafing
Dish dining room, from 12 to 1, and
6 to 7.
WANTED Highest price paid for
gents' second band clothing and
tools. Send address and will call. R.
Sweeny, 615 South First street
WANTED

or Steel

BEDS-Wo- od

COTS

MATTRESSES-A- II

ART S R UAR ES, 'PILLOWS, COHFORTS,
LAMPS, GLASSWARE AND TRUNKS
EASY PAYMENTS

Borradaile & Co,,

FOR 8ALE.
FOR SALE Four thousand dollars
cash down, 120 acres of very desirable land in Beien, the Santa Fe cut
off city; will double money in one
year when sold for residence lots;
only five minutes' walk from Belen
depot; must sell quick. Address
P. O. Box D," Belen, N. M.
FOR SALE A furnished restaurant
and lodging house In connection; the
best location in the city, close to
depot and shops; will sell at a bargain. Inquire 107 South First street
FOR SALE Four houses on South
First street, as follows: One a
two, four rooms each, and one
five rooms; cause, leaving city. Will
sell at bargain.
Address Frank
Daniels, 1413 South First street.
FOR RENT.
FOR RENT Five-roobrick house,
with bath; good barn and chicken
house. Inquire of O. Dinsdale, Rico
Cafe.
FOR RENT

at

113

Nicely furnished rooms
North Third street.

LOANS.
MONEY TO LOAN In sums to suit.
Address, postofflce box 383, Albu
qucrque, N. M.

Certificate of Publication.
For the Year Ending December 31st,
1903.
Office of Auditor of Public Accounts,
Santa Fe. New Mexico, ' Marc h 5th,
1903.

It is hereby certified, That the Mutual Life Insurance company, a corpor-

ation organized under the laws of the
State of New York, whose principal office is located at New York City,
has complied with all
the requirements of the laws of New Mexico,
so far as the said laws are applicable
to said company, for the year of Our
I ord one thousand nine hundred and
three.
In testimony whereof, I, W. G. Sargent,
auditor of public accounts for the
territory of New Mexico, have hereto set my hand and affixed my seal
of oGlce, at the city of Santa Fe, the
day and yeir first above written.
I Seal J
W. O. SARGENT.
Auditor of Public Accounts.

Kin

7

Qu

Avenue

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.

U S DEPOSITORY2
Depository for the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison, To? 9.
pexa ana anta re railway companies.

.......

Authorized Capital
1'aid up Capital, burplus and profits

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

.

$500,000.00
00a 00

$200,

t

1

Joshua S. Raynolds, president; M. W. Flournoy, vce president; Frank McKee, cashier;
H. F. Raynolds,
AB. McMillan.
--

00OOexex000

P.

B.
MALTHOID - ROOFING
&

NEEDS NO PAINTING.

Put Up In Roll Complete With Fixtures for Laying.
bility Guaranteed

J.

Cm

Dura-

Write for Booklet an Samples

BALDRlDGL,

Albuquerque, New Mexico'

Trees! Trees ITrees!
DO YOU WANT

TREES?

Fruit Trees, Forest Trees,

Shrub-

bery

Plants.

Thoroughly

and

Strawberry

Acclamated-Nic- e

Clean Stock

SPECIAL ATTFNTION OIVFN TO PACKING AND SHIPPINO
Send for Prlc

Lht Your Patronage Solicited.
--

..3a,irta Ie Nursery..
Proprietor'
GRANT RIVENBURG,

f

THE ' ALB QDERQUE DAILY CITIZEN FRIDAY APRIL
trachoma in this country In
recent years Is attracting the attention of the sanitary authorities. The
disease prevails chiefly In schools or
wherever numbers of children are
brought together in Intimate relation.
It Is an Inflammation of the conjunctiva lining the eyelids, running a slow
but obstinately regressive course and
In time Including secondary changes
in the cornet and conjunctiva covering
(he eyeball, which may seriously affect
or even destroy the sight. The treat
ment Is very difficult and can be car
ried out effectively only by a skilled
physician, but much can be done In
the way of prevention. The disease
Is contagious and an entire school may
speedily become Infected from a single
A child suffering from this
case.
trouble should not be allowed to at
tend school and all cases which occur
in Institutions should be Isolated as
strictly as If they were cases of scarlet
fever or smallpox. Above all, there
must bo no use of towels, soap or wash
basins in commou.
When an
. Stopping Arterial Flow.
artery Is severed In an extremity tie
a hard knot In a largo handkerchief,
tlace the handkerchief around the
limb with the knot between the wound
and the heart, tie It, then place a short
and
stick under the handkerchief
twist the bandage tight. This will
prevent dangerous bleeding until the
doctor comes.
Taking Castor Oil Giving castor
oil to children Is often a serious proceeding in view of the fuss the little
ones are apt to make over the dose.
A good plan is to put the oil Into a
pan over a moderate fire and to break
an egg into it, stirring the mixture
well. Flavored with a little salt and
taBting
the valuable but
"" flowed with ease and
oil cait- Cuiulort to all concerned.
ed lids or

II
I

b'
i

4inmf

Try Missouri
Abel company,
que, N. M.

iit, ihe Meyersdistributers, Albuquer-
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THE LITTLE DOCTOR.

Waits Hold tli? hands In hot mustard water a few minutes, then pour
a teaspoonful of glycerine on the wet
I alms end rub the palms over the
warty surface cf the other hand, dry

gently and put on an old pair of kid
gloves fiom which the tips of the fingers, have been removed. Another quick
remedy Is to soak the warts till softened and rub on dry salamoniac once
or twice daily.
Articular Rheumatism The latest
idea of treating ' rheumatism Is by
means of lemon juice. The method
consists in swallowing the juice of
cne lemon the first day, of two the sec
end and so on progressively up to
twenty-fivlemons. When this limit
is reached the number of lemons is
In some
progressively diminished.
cases the patient may be able to drop
the treatment at three lemons. In another cure may be effected at twenty-fiv- e
lemons so completely and so persistently that at the end of ten months
the patient has no attacks, whereas
previously he may have suffered periodically every month.
e

s
new method for
is by the use of boiling water
with a syringe having a metal cylinder and adjustable piston, with needles of varying size. Using the ordinary asceptic precautions, water Is
taken directly from the cauldron and
injected into the substance of the tumor. The water must be from 190 to
212 degrees Fahrenheit or even higher.
The water should be hot enough to
coagulate the blood and the albuminoids of the tissues Immediately. It
should not be forced in so extremely
hot and under such pressure as to
scald and produce a necrosis of the,
skin. During the treatment the patient is put under the influence of nar-- l
cotics.

Tumor

'

V
I'

--
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treat-tumor-

Alcoholic Proportions of Patent Medicines Temperance people are the
greatest users of patent medicines,
and while they fight beer which contains only from two to five per cent
alcohol, they take and recommend the
following, which have been analyzed
thus: Greene's Nervura 17.2, Hood's
Sarsaparilla, 18.8, Schneck's
Tonic 19.5. Brown's Iron Bitters 19.7,
Kaufman's Sulfur Bitters 20.5, Paine's
Burdock's
Celery Compound 21.0,
Blood Bitters 25.2, Ayer's Sarsaparilla 26.2, Warner's Safe Tonic Bitters
35.7, Parker's Tonic 41. C, Hostetter's
fctomac'a Bitter 44.3. Pcruna Is also
laid to be whisky strong in the amount
of alcohol it contains.
Sea-wee-

The Possibilities of Goat Milk Believing that with a treatment of goat's
milk he can accomplish the complete
eradication of consumption, Dr. Robert
Williams is establishing an Immense
Koat camp in the Mogollon mountains
of Arizona. Williams claims that he
himself vat cured of consumption by
a diet of goat's milk and he has expert
mented on hundreds of others with
similar results. The Idea of the rure
t ame to him by reading of the wonderful cures of goat lymph. He argued
that if the lymph would cure locomotor
ataxia, paralysis .chronic articular
rheumatism and tlmilar diseases,
there must be virtue In goat milk for
pulmonary affections.
Granular Eyelids The marked Increase in the .prevalence of granulat- -

Advice on Cuts Never wash a clean
cut, but close It In its proper shape
at once. Put on some lint, apply a
bandage and if It is possible never
wet or remove the bandage for two
At the end of that time it
days.
should be healed. Treated so, a cut
heals quickly and leaves very little
Washing a cut removes the
scar.
blood and all th3 life of the thin skin,
leaving nothing to heal the severed
parts along the edge. In case of a
jagged cut the Immediate application
of some good disinfectant like llster- Ine Is quite essential.
The smoke
from burning brown sugar Is also good
Sciatic Rheumatism This disease
has been quite prevalent In the San
The
Luis valley during the winter.
disease does not yield readily to treat
ment of any sort and is very painful
and annoying, especially at night.
Many attribute it to the exceedingly
dry season. No inflammation accompanies the disease in its early stages.
Some of the afflicted wear copper wire
line insoles and use outward applications, while others diet and take blood
medicines, but the disease is obstinate. The scheme of carrying a potato In the pocket was exploited while
others r.ent east after buckeyes.

SHIN MSEASES

THE OUTCROPPING
OF BAD BLOOD

DEVOE'S

1903
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One Gallon Cover

300 Square
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TWO COAT8.
And while not always painful are aggravating beyond cxpicinn. With
few exceptions they are worse in spring and summer when tin svsli-n- begins
lotnawoutnnatneskin
I aufferad with Ecimn of tha handa
is reacting and making
and face for
over a year, wm not only
annoylna- - and painful It
very un- extra efforts to throw oft
luhtly, and I dlaltked to it 'J cut In the
have
that
poisons
the
trceta.
I tried at least a dozen annps and anl vae
accumulated during the
and became vary
ctiseouraa-ewinter. Then boils and
until I read in the mutli
paper cf the eurea
performed through the uh of H. 8. S. I
pimples, rashes and
bad little faith at fir.t l,i,t rlnlnrmlned
eruptions of every conto aive it a month's fair trliil at lauat. I
am plaaaed to atate that I soon noticed
make
ceivable kind
aliBiit Improvement. anffltiPiit to decide
their appearance, and inn o aeep it up.
Arter the uae of aix bottli-- my akin
Eczema and Tetter the waa a smooth and sort as a behy'a. Tills wil a year
a
nave
never
uaa any trouble anice.
ana
19
twin terrors of skin
MISS QJENfcVA BRIOOS.
diseases
816 So. 7th Bt., M innaapolia, Minn.
Poison Oak and Ivy,
and such other skin troubles as usually remain quiet during cold weather.
break out afresh to torment and distract by their fearful burning, itching
and stinging. A course of S S. S now will purify
and enrich the blood, reinforce and tone up the general system and stimulate the sluggish circulation,
thus warding off the diseases common to spring and
summer.
The skin, with good blood to nourish it,
remains smooth and soft and free of all disfiguring eruptions.
Send for our free look on diseases of the akin and write us if you desire
medical advice or any special information. This will cost you nothing.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, CA.

i

Winter's 8uppuc8.
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Chattanooga Druggist's Statement.
Robt. J. Miller, proprietor of the
Read house drug store of Chattanooga,
lenn., writes: "There is more merit
In Foley's Honey and Tar than in any
other cough syrup. The calls for it
multiply wonderfully and we sell more
of It than all other cough syrups com- glned. Alvarado Pharmacy.
A

. . .

PRIuto.

SEE THE

BE.E

THE GOODS

$5.50 to $40.0o
$7.50
$5.25 to $55.00

Harness

Farmers' Plow Harness,
Saddle

Fine Cowboy Saddles, Leather, Dusters, Collars, Axle Oils, etc
See the new spring showing of Easter suits, at our store. The entire line Whips
15c to $1.50
Is now on display. Prices range from
$10 to $20.
SIMON STERN,
The Railroad Avenue Clothier.
o
400 Railroad Avenue
Albuquerque
F. A. Jones, E. M., C. E.
Consulting Mining Engineer
Field assistant U. S. Geological Survey
flttY.1"
Albuquerque, N. M.
7?
(.aiiiaus lil'io pills.
Correspondence solicited.
FOR
Old papers, 25 cents per
3ALE
Jspawoe and China matting In all
at th Citizen offce.
evades at Albert Faber's, 305 Railroad
f venue.

.TOWNS AND MINING CAMPS.

. . .

Tha Tourists' Favorite Routs to all Mountain Resorts. The only
line passing through Salt Lake City en route to Paclfis Coast
Through Sleeping Cars between Denver and Alamosa, Cripple
Creek, Leadville, Gleenwood Springs, Grand Junction, Salt Lake
City, Ogden, Portland, 8an Francisco and Los Angeles. '
DINING CAR 8ERVICE a La Carte on all THROUGH TRAINS

J.

A. EDbON, Manager,
Denver Colo.
8. K. HOOPER, Gen.

A. S. HUGHES, Gen. Traffic Man.
Denver. Colo.
Passenger and Ticket Agent, Denver Colo.

ltlalalalalalalaflaalaaiftatal'''"'""""-'--

Thos. F Keleher

J

THE

Early Risers

o

It Isn't too early to be thinking about
that new Easter suit. We have 200 new
exclusive spring patterns, made up In
all the latest styles, ready for your Inspection. Better come now, and get
first, choice.
SIMON STERN,
The Railroad Avenue Clothier.

Early spring styles of V. L. Douglas
Every style is
shoes are at hand.
shown from the patent leather vicl
dress shoe to the heavy box calf working styles, at $3 and $3.60.
Simon
Stern, Railroad Avenue Clothier.

Silver
Avenue
Stable

We can supply your wants In oil
cloth, and linoleum. The largest stock
to select from at Albert Faber's 305
Railroad avenue.

LOCAt

UNDERTAKER SANTA

COMHERCIAL

Ft

IN CONNECTION WITH THE

Rock Island System
DAILY TRAINS

p
W TO THE NORTH
RUNS

O

AND EAST

"THE FASTEST EVER"
aTO

e

Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago or
phis and Principal Points.

Mem-

Call on Agent for full Information
System, El Paso, Texas.

A. N. BROWN, G. P. A., E.

TWICE EVERY WEEK

mmm. mssm

o

The St. Louis

The Great Republican
Paper of America,

GlobeDemocrat

w.h.
ONE DOLLAR PER YEAR

PACIFIC RAILROAD.

CLUB BUILDINU.

THE JOHN BECKER CO.,

Almost equal to a Dally at the price of a Weekly. Tha latest telegraphic
news form all parts of the World every Tuesday and Friday. Full and Correct Market Reports. A variety of Interesting and instructive reading matter for every member of the family. Unequaled as a Newspaper and Home
Journal. Two papers every week. One Dollar a year SAMPLE COPIES
.,
FREE.

THE GLOBE PRINTINQ CO.. St.Louls

Bollor Mills and Elevator

A badge of

Mo7

the

Burlington.
"For years and years a Burlington badge or a Burlingengine-man- ,
ton uniform, whether on train-mabrakeman,
or agent, has stood for all the courtesy and consideratilon of
an American gentleman and the loyalty to duty of the trained
soldier." Nebraska City News.
TO OMAHA AND CHICAGO.
TO KANSAS CITY AND ST. LOUIS.
TWO THRO' TRAINS FROM DENVER DAILY OVER
BURLINGTON RAILS ALL THE WAY.

Letters from
Women
ed

RIO GRANDE WESTERN
RIO GRANDE ft SANTA FE

Glen-woo-

12-1-

Makes a Clean Sweep.
o
There's nothing like doing a thing
MONUMENTS.
thoroughly. Of all the salves you ever
All kinds of Btone and marble work.
heard of, Bucklen's Arnica Salve Is the
best. It sweeps away and cures burns, Prices moderate. Shop and yard corsores, bruises, cuts, bolls, ulcers, skin ner Fifth street and Railroad avenue.
H. Q. MAURINO & CO.
eruptions and piles7. It's only 25c, and
o
guaranteed to give satisfaction by all
Reclining
druggists.
Each season brings out some new
o
features and an Improvement over
Civil Service Positions,
The United States civil service com- last. All our carts are fitted with new
mission announces that on April 21 and improved gear, easy riding springs
an examination will be held for the and durable, and more elaborate than
position of scientific assistant in the ever shown before. We have about 50
department of agriculture and to other assorted prices ranging from $4.00 to
similar vacancies as they may occur. $30.00. Don't fall to see them before
On May 5, for the position of artist buying. W. V. Futrelle Furniture Co.,
and draughtsman (either sex) in the corner Second and Coal.
division of publication, department of
Notice of Executor.
agriculture, at a salary of T2Q per anIs hereby given that the un
Notice
num.
dersigned was on the second day of
On May 5, for the position of game
March, A. D. 1903, by the probate
court, within and for Bernalillo county, territory of New Mexico, duly appointed and confirmed as executor of
estate of Mary Bowman, deceased. All
persons having any claim or claims
against said estate are hereby notified
to present the same in accordance
with the statute in said case made and
by
Cured
the use of Kodol are received daily. provided.
Their troubles nearly all begin with Indige
GEORGE C. BOWMAN,
tlon or other stomach disorder.
Executor.
If the food you eat fails to give strength
JOHN II. STINGLE. Attorney.
to your body, It Is because the Juices

DENVER & RIO GRANDE
RIO GRANDE SOUTHERN

Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Cripple Creek, Leadville,
d
Springs, Aspen, Grand Junction, Salt Lake
City, Ogden, Butte, Helena, San Francisco,
Los Angeles, Portland, Tacoma, Seattle, and also
Reaches all the principal Colorado, Utah and New Mexico

LIVERY, FEED AND 8ALE.
B. A. SLEYSTER.
NEW STOCK.
114 WEST SILVER AVENUE.
Iris Drand California Canned Goods
ACCIDENT INSURANCE,
Old 'Phone A22.
also
FIRE INSURANCE,
Our old reliable Monarch brand. If
REAL ESTATE,
Saddle Horses a Specialty. Ws
wo can't please you no one need try.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
first class rigs
ROOMS
CROMWELL BLOCK. board horse andhave
D. WEILLER & CO.
L. E. CAREY, Prop.
for hire.
174.
Telephone
Automatic
The Grocers.
Residence, Automatic 'Phone 29c,
Go to the White Elephant for the Automatic 'Phone No. 516.
Bell Telephone No. 115.
German Imported beer. Just received
from Germany.

Eggs for Hatching
From fine Black Mtnorcas, prolific layers of large white eggs; 50 cents per
13. Also eggs from the beautiful light
Brahma, 75 cents per 13.
EDWARD McGUIRE.

Grande System

.THE POPCLAK LINE TO.

a

law assistant (male) In the division
cf biological survey, department of
agriculture, at a salary of $1,300 per
annum.
On May B, for the position of com-putfor nutrition Investigations in
the office of experiment stations, de
partment of agriculture, at a salary
ranging from $720 to $1,000 per annum.
On May 5 and G, for the position of
field assistant In forestry, department
of agriculture, at a salary of $1,00.0
" "
per annum..
-

& Rio

Denver

I

Ticket Office, 1039 17th St
When you want to buy Flour and Bran, cr want to sell

.
a

MB

6,

W. VALLERY, General

A

rent

DENVER.

Wheat, write to

THE JOHN BECKEK, OO , Props.

by the stomach and digestive organs
are Inadequate to transform the nutrient prop-ertlof the food into blood. That la
Indigestion. The system Is deprived of the
amount of nourishment required to keep up
the strength, and the result Is that one or
more of the delicate organs gradually grows
weak, and then weaker, until finally It Is
diseased. Here a great mistake la made.
That of treating the diseased organ. The
best doctors In the land make this very
mistake. Why should they ? It Is so easy
id aeo mat mo irouDie is not mere.

BELEN,

N.; M
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Kodol
Cures

inB)

sottlai onljr. $1.00 Slu holdinc 2H timet the trUI
sue, which mU for SO cams.
rapard by E. O. D.WITT OO., CHIOAdO
U. 11. Briggs & Co. and. S. Yann & Bon

dim

s'Urfii
3

This famous remedy puts the stomach and
digestive organs In a healthy condition so
that rich, red blood Is sent coursing through
the veins and arteries of every muscle, tissue
and liber throughout every organ of the en- tire body, and by Nature s law of health, full
itrength and vigor Is soon restored to each.
Kodol cures Indigestion, dyspepsia and all
ttomach disorders.
I have taken Kodol for nearly two months
liter each meal and it Is the only remedy
that gave relief from the terrible pains I
ndured. After a time 1 would take it but
nee a day, and now, while I keep a bottle
sandy I seldom need it, as It has cured me.
Mas. J. W. Coolbauoh, Mllo Center, N. Y.

Kodol Digests What You Eat.

ft
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Cheap California Trip
In Pullman Tourist Sleeper daily on fast train, with pleasant people.
Save money atul travel comfortably.
Personally conducted
excursions, iu charge of experienced agent,

To
Los Angreles,
,

San Francisco

Inquire of local

ant

Santa Fe

You will

like the

Service

The Themometer is
Seldom Higher Than
8O0

g

in Mexico City

This "Paris of Latin America" Is Situated over six thousand feet
above the level of the sea, and the heat of the lower altitudes Is never
experienced. Auuough not generally known summer is the very
beBt of seasons to visit the Land of Manana."
The dally afternoon rain, which lasts about thirty minutes, so
cools the atmosphere as to make the evenings and nlgats lovely.
Between the music, the flowers and the pretty customs of cur
Mexican neighbors; between the beautiful nights, and balmy mornings, and the cooling sea breeses of day, one becomes so entranced
with the beauty of this country as to never forget bis trip under
'The White Umbrella."
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The Mexican Central
is prepared to furnish you with the best of accommodations
Call on or address,
points in Mexico.
W. D. MURDOCK,
A. Q. & P. A., Mexico

W. C. MEAD,
& A., El Paso.

o

to

ti

C. R. HUDSON,
O. F. & P. A.,Mexleo.

o
o
o
o
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THE ALDUQUKRQUESDAllA CITIZEN FRl AY

W. H. HAHN

LAS VEGAS.

COAL DEALER

From the Record.
Mrs. C. N. Blackwell, who had been
the guest of her sister, Mrs. T. B.
left for her home at Raton.
Mrs. Henry Warnack, wife of the
who labored on the
Optic for a Bhort period, passed
through from Denver to Roswell.
Francisco S. Chavez, who has Just
been ousted from the office of assessor
by Chief Justice W. J. Mills' decision,
has announced his intention of appealing to the supreme court of the territory.
The New Mexican of last evening
states that the Las Vegas military
band will be taken to that city on
Roosevelt day and Mayor Sparks will
extend an official and formal Invitation
to the mayor and people of this city to
follow the throngs to the second-oldes- t
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Mc-Nal-

Cerrlllos and Gallup Domestic Lump

The

Coal, $5.00

par ton.

Anthraclta Nut, $7.50 par tors.
Anthracite, larger sixes, 97.79 par
ton.
Wood and Kindling, all alxaa.
Yard and Office: 107 Eaat Railroad
avenue; uptown office, Armljo bldg.

Citizen

Telephone:

Automatic,

418

and

267; Bell, 45.

The Union
Market

Job

07 Waat Gold Avenue,

n

Office
The Citizen Job

Office is prepared to

turn out work of
any character or
quality demanded,
at the right prices.
Mail orders
out-of-to-

for

custo-

mers given special

attention.

Blanks
of all kinds on hand
mining, real estate
and loan blanks,
five cents each.
These blanks are
very carefully

drawn, and are issued by authority.

l

s4K4Ke44KJ
Pennyroyal pills
I
Imlt-tloa-

for cards, circulars,
letter heads, envelopes, bill heads,
pamphlets, etc.

a.

One Minute Cough Cure
A. SKINNER

and
Fancy Groceries

We
Will Not
do shoddy work
even at your price,
but no other office
in the southwest
can do better work
than The Citizen
does,

PIONEER BAKERY

JOE RICHARDS,

Blank
Books
The CITIZEN,' is
equipped to manufacture to order any
style of blank book,
no matter how intricate the ruling.
Make up your form
just as you want it,
and let us give you
our estimate,

Book
Binding
Books, magazines,
pamphlets, cja t a
logues, etc., bound
in any'style lowest
rates. Satisfaction
guaranteed,

,fWal," Granny said,
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Then.on her.dear. old face appeared
Smie na won't come

Assessor's Notice.
The undersigned, assessor of Bernalillo county, hereby gives notice that
he In person or by deputy will be in
the following precincts on the datea
and at the places named for the purpose of receiving tax returns for the
year 1903:
wjr
Freclnct No. 3 Alameda, Malaquiaa
Martinez, April 9.
Precinct No. 4 Rancho de Albu
ijjpjp$
querque, Daniel Martinez, April 10.
Precinct No. 8 Los Grlegos, Juan
C. Samora, April 11.
Precinct No. 35
Henry
Duranes,
Springer, April 13.
Precinct No. 6 Los Tadillas, Vidal
Chavez, April 9.
PreelnctNo.il Pajarito, Jose Chavez y Chavez, April 10.
Precinct No. 9 Rancho Atrlsco, J.
B. Lucero, April 11.
Precinct No. 28 Atrlsco, at Schoow
House, April 13.
Precinct No. 6 Barelas, Eslavlo
Vigil, April 14.
Precinct No. 14 San Ignacio, Nicolas Herrera, April 11.
Precinct No. 22 La Tijera, J. R. Carpenter, April 9.
Precinct No. 7 San. Antonio, Chas.
Kemp, April 10.
Precinct No. 23 San Pedro, Juan
Otero, April 11.
Precinct No. 10 Escobosa, Fllemeno
Mora, April 13.
Precinct No. 34 Chiliti, Adolfo
April 14.
Albuquerque,
Precinct No.
of F. H. Kent, April 9.
GEO. F. ALBRIGHT,
Assessor for Bernalillo County.
Our linen display is attractive; our
Assessor's Notice.
prices none the Icsb so. Albert Faber,
Notice is hereby given that the unGrant building.
dersigned, assessor of Bernalillo couno
Boys' W. L. Douglas $2.50 shoes-stron- gest ty, has for the convenience of tax
boys' shoe In the world
payers, opened an office at Room 11,
made of box calf or vlcl kid, at $2.50. Armljo Building, Third and Railroad
Simon Stern, Railroad Ave. Clothier.
avenue, over B. Ufeld & Co., in the city
o
of Albuquerque, where returns of tax
No tuberculosis preservallne or col payers will be received until further
oring In Matthews' Jersey milk.
notice.
It is made the imperative duty of
Spring suits of superior quality and
superior workmanship. A picked show- the assessor to assess a penalty
ing of the best products of the season. against all tax payers who fall to reThe very latest novelties In the finest turn their property for taxation and
grades of pure wool cassimeres and this requirements of the Statute will
pure worsted cheviots. The biggest be enforced agalnBt all persons who
stock of clothing ever brought to the fail to make their returns to the under
territory. Call around and let us show signed within the period required by.
law.
you.
SIMON STERN,
The assessor or a deputy will be in
The Railroad Avenue Clothier.
constant attendance at the place des
Gentlemen! Let us take your meas- ignated above from 8 o'clock a. m.
ure now for a new suit. Our tailoring until 6 o'clock p. m., each business day
pleases. Nettleton Tailoring Agency,
e
J. M. SANDOVAL,
W. L. Douglas shoes first spring
Assessor Bernalillo County.
shipment has arrived many new
styles In patent vicl, vlcl kid, French
Notice of Forfeiture.
and box calf $3 and $3.50. SIMON
Territory of Arizona, County of Co
STERN, Railroad Avenue Clothier.
chise, 88.
To M. J. Sherlock, bis heirs and as
signs:
You are hereby notified that I have
expended one hundred dollars ($106.00)
In labor and Improvements upon the
"Aunt Betsy" Mining Claim, situate In
MALT LAKE CITY, UTAH Peralta Canon, Cochltl District, Bernalillo Co., New Mexico, aa will appear
by certificate filed February 8, 1896, In
the office of the recorder of said Coun&
ty, In order to hold said premises under the provisions of section 2324 Re
will make the following very low vised Statutes of the United States, being the amount required to hold the
RATES
same for the year ending December 3U
From Santa Fe, N. M
$31.1: 1902.
From Eepanola, N. M
31.16
And if within ninety days from the
From Embudo, N. M
29.10 serving of this notice, you fail or reFrom Tres Piedras, N. M
26.90 fuse to contribute your proportion of
From Antonlto, Colo
24.80 such expenditure, together with the
From Chama. N. M
28.50 cost of this publication, aa a
From Monero, N. M
29.65 your Interest In the said claim will beFrom Lumberton. N. M
30.65 come the property of the subscriber un.,
der said section 2324.
I rickets on sale from the above points
Dated March 19th, 1903.
'March 30 and 31. Good to return with
ALEX CONRAD,
s
in 60 days.
will be allowed
Sigaature.
on the return trip within the limit
Notice for Publication.
mee
(Homestead Entry No. 4381.)
S. K. HOOPER,
Department of the Interior, Land Office
Gen. Pass, and Ticket Agt.,
at Santa Fe, N. M., March 12, 1903:
B. W. ROBBINS,
Denver, Colo.
Notice la hereby given that the folloGen. Agt., Santa Fe, N. M.
wing-named
settler haa filed notice
of his intention to make final proof In
support of his claim, end that said
proof will be made before the Clerk of
the Probate Court at Albuquerque, N.
M., on April 21, 1903, viz.: William H.
raaRDOF
dARDDTV.
- CDS" THE,
H. Allison, for the E4 of NWU, and
SOUTH-WES- T
4&0
lots 1 and 2, Sec. 19, T. 10 N., R 4 E.
arAOJ,
LOCATES
He names the following witnesses to
TBS aACBAMDITO WWM
prove hia continuous residence upon
AOOO TTXT KmOVJL
and cultivation of said land, viz.:
eA icvai r
John W. Barnett, of Albuquerque, N.
M.; Joseph F. Sulzer, of Albuquerque,
N. M.; William Hart, of Albuquerque,
N. M.; Edward F. Weed, of Albuquer-
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The Latest
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Smile.

on May 5.

From the Optic.
Mack Evans left with A. P. Buck,
the stockman, for the letter's ranch,
some seventy-fivmiles southeast of
Las Vegas.
WM. GOG.TTING A CO., Proprietor.
Yesterday afternoon Special Officer
J. A. Street, the man who has a hunch
All kinds or Fresb Areata handled. that he Is destined by the fates to be
Sausage making a specialty.
come the first sheriff of the new county
of Quay, arrived in the city having In
charge four men charged with the mur
der of Joe Huffman, "Curley" Carroll
HOTEL CLAIRE...
and Kenneth Woodworth, in a dance
hall at Tucumcari, some time back.
SANTA FE, N. M
The prisoners, all of whom have been
bound over to the grand Jury without
FIRE
PROOF,
ELECTRIC
bail, are Louie Keeper, John Young,
LIGHTED, STEAM HEATED,
Val Karnes and J. W. Meyers. The
CENTRALLY LOCATED.
story of the murder has already been
BATHS AND
SANITARY
told. The men were brought here for
THROUGHOUT.
PLUMBING
safe keeping.
LARGE
ROOM
SAMPLE
Rev. Robert M. Craig, synodical misFOR COMMERCIAL MEN.
sionary for the Presbyterian church of
AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN
New Mexico and Arizona, passed
PLAN- through the city yesterday afternoon,
GEO. E. ELLIS,
bound for his home and headquarters
at Albuquerque. Mr. Craig had ex
Proprietor and Owner.
pected to be met at the depot by Rev.
Norman Skinner, to whom he had sent
a telegram. That gentleman, however,
failed to appear. The missionary, who
rllaal sad Only Saaalae,Drnffrtn
for six weeks past has been delivering
llfi,Hk
tor
ENULUH
ri lvii r, i r.u
addresses dealing with the needs of
la HKI u Uald Mlallto boiM. mM
lid blu.riWx.ti. Take mm atkwt Befna
New Mexico, brings the news that he
mm4
laCrBuj ofSubatltaUaaa
jour DraggLI, ar Mftd 4c. la
has secured appropriations for a $10,- .'.uapa fer PartJcalara, TeatlaaJaU
l.adlaa,"a Uitm.
M ''RrlleT 1tor
000 building for the mission work at
a.HM TmUbodwI.. Sld a
a!l Druacl.t..
f 'bmleal Ca- t'alraaetar
loth Santa Fe and Albuquerque. Laa
'JanUoa UU paper.
MaSleea eare, fUlLA.. J A.
Vegas has not been forgotten and Dr.
Thomson will arrive here In a few days
Fop Coughs. Colds and Croup. to report on her needs.
Due Notice la Served.
Due notice Is hereby served on the
J.
public generally that DeWitt's "Witch
Dealer in-- Staple
Hazel Salve is the only salve on the
market that is made from the pure,
unadulterated witch hazel. DeWltt'8
Witch Hazel Salve has cured thousands of cases of piles that would not
206
WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE yield to any other treatment, and this
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
fact has brought out many worthless
counterfeits. Those persons who get
the genuine DeWitt'a Witch Hazel
Salve are never disappointed, because
8IMON BALLING, Proprietor.
It cures. B. H. Brlggs & Co,; S. Vann
Successor to Balling Broa.
& Son.
o
Wedding : Oake : a : Specialty
DEMING.
We desire patronage, and we
guarantee first-clas- s
baking.
From the Graphic.
Miss Grace Clark of Santa Rita is
207 8. First 8t,
Albuquerque, N. M,
visiting at the home of Mrs. C. H
Brown in this city.
Miss Taylor, teacher of the Lords-burschools, waa a visitor at the home
of Samuel Burnside of this city a few
days last week.
Mrs. Apodaca, wife of Bonifacio
Apadoca, foreman of the mechanical
department of the Deming Headlight,
and three children left for an extended
West Railroad Avenue. visit to Albuquerque and Santa Fe.
W. T. McCrelght, business manager
of the Albuquerque Citizen, who has
been making a business trip through
MEN AND WOMEN. this part of the territory, spent Satur
I'm Biff for nnastnra day in town. While here he gave this
tisrfaargtiDflniu.tioDl
M
m 6ssrsat)4
office a pleasant call.
IrriUtioo
or ulcra,ii-o- f
V
W
to strtouiro. m
M
mucous notnbrsn
Master rTed Powell entertained a
f EVAMSCHCMtCutlCS.
cDt or poiaonotia.
little party of
the occac:iiun.t-"""- "l
toM B7 Dnutltls.
of
or Mnt In p'. wrsprsr, sion being th fourth anniversary
bf tiprtti, prepaid, far his advent into this life. The little
1.00, nrS bottles 92.7ft.
lircuUr tout oa rogues t folks enjoyed a banquet all the same
as grown folks, and spent the afternoon getting onto all the fun that little tots know how to enjoy.
T. N. Gilbert, wife and two children
In
Dealer
of Ninah, Wis., who spent some time
General flerchandise and at Faywood Springs last fall and went
from there to Los Angeles, Cal., reLiquors
turned and will spend the spring in
Proprietor of the Summer Garden Deming, as they say they have found
All kinds of Country Produce Bought no such climate as this in ail their
travels.
and Sold.
Goods Delivered Free to all Parts of
Danger of Colds and Grip.
the City.
The greatest danger from colds and
grip is their resulting in pneumonia.
Corner of Third and TIJer
If reasonable care is used, however,
Albuquerque
New Mexico
and Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
taken, all danger will be avoided.
Among the tens of thousands who have
ueed this remedy for these diseases we
311 South First Street.
have yet to learn of a single case reFRANK VAJO, Proprietor.
sulting in pneumonia, which shows
conclusively that it is a certain preThe nest or liquors served to
ventative of that dangerous disease.
of the bar.
It will cure a cold or an attack of the
Sandwiches of all kinds served.
Nice large rooms, evorvthinz hrn grip in less time than any other treat
ment. It is pleasant and safe to take.
new, upstairs for lodging purposes.
For sale by all druggists.

M

Grants

poet-reporte-

Miss Ida M. Frost, who came to New
Mexico about two years ago for. the
benefit of her health, died at the Ladies' home this morning at 2:30. She
was 29 years of age and came here
from Minnesota, but her home was in
Burlington, Ind. Her relatives have
been notified of her death and her body
la being held awaiting
instructions
from thera.

lj

Sa-la- s,

Say Quaker
more; A. P. Hogle, keeper of records;
John H. Vaughn, keeper of wampum.
Col. George W. Knaebel, collector
and treasurer of Santa Fe county, paid
to J. H. Vaughn, territorial treasurer,
the sum of $298.53 territorial taxes
for Santa Fe county for the month of
March.
The following marriage was recorded at the office of Celso Lopez, probate
clerk: J. Allen Wood and Miss Ruby
Ann Marshall, both of Lake City, Colo.
The ceremony was performed In Santa
Fe on December 29, 1902, by Rev. W.
Hayes Moore, and was witnessed by
Misses Ada S. Moore and Kate Zimmerman.
J. Claudio Martinez, who is charged
with criminal assault upon the person
of Crucita Vigil, waived preliminary
hearing before Justice J. M. Garcia,
and was bound over to await the action of the grand Jury in the sum of
$C00. He filed the bond and is at large.
Negotiations were completed by
which the stock of hardware and good
will of W. H. Goebel pass to W. N.
Townsend, formerly proprietor of the
Arcade saloon. Mr. Townsend will not
take immediate possession, but will
close out some business Interests he
has in Albuquerque and will take a
trip east before settling down In the
hardware business. Before coming to
this city Mr. Townsend was engaged
in the hardware business and is now
getting back to his old line. A cash
forfeit has been posted for the completion of the deal.
Mrs. Christopher Greene, of Cerrlllos, who Is spending the week In this
city, received a letter from her husband, stating that two men, supposed
to be connected with the murder of
U. F. Hart, the night agent of the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railroad
at Cerrlllos, last Wednesday night,
had been arrested at Wagon Mound.
The news reached Cerrlllos, he said, in
a telegram. Sheriff H. C. Klnsell states
that if any such arrest baa been made
he has not been notified.
The following applicant for enlistment In the United States naval service have been examined at the naval
recruiting office in the federal building
In addition to those already mentioned
in the New Mexican: Adelaide
Adelaide Marcus Ortli, Joseph
Cienfuegos, Charles Arthur Gilder-sleev- e
and John Harvey Parrett The
two former failed to pass the physical
examination, the others being accepted. Esterino L. Napoleone and Charles
Miller, who had previously passed the
examination, were sworn in thla morning. Those accepted will be sent to
San Francisco Saturday, where they
will undergo a second examination,
and on passing that, will be assigned
to duty on a training ship.
Del-gad-

nct&
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See our new spring line of carpets.

We can save you money. Albert
305 West Railroad avenue.
o
Mrs. Bauiuiui, at ner parlors,

Fab-cr-

,

No.

South First street, over the Hyde
Exploring Expition store, Is prepared
tc give thorough scalp treatment, do
hair dressllng, treat corns, bunions
and Ingrowing nails. She gives massage treatment and manicuring. Mrs.
Bambini's own preparations of complexion cream builds up the skin and
improves the complexion, and are
guaranteed not to be Injurious. She
also prepares a hair tonic that cures
and prevents dandruff and hair falling
out; restores life to dead hair; removes moles, warts and superfluous
hair. Give her a trial. She also has
a very fine tooth powder, which shr
guarantees to be free from all metallic
substances. It perfumes the breath,
hardens the gums and makes the teetb
clean and white. It Is highly recommended by all first class dentists. Also a face powder, a freckle cure, and
pimple cure, and pile cure. All of
these preparations are purely vegetable compounds. Give her a tital.
Automatic telephone 490.
105

SIMON STERN'S REGISTER OF
SPRING ARRIVAL3.

FOR EASTER.
SOFT AND STIFF.
TIGER HATS SOFT AND STIFF.
HANAN & SON'S SHOES.
W. L. DOUGLAS SHOES.
TIES AND HOSIERY FOR EASTER
SIMON STERN,
The Railroad Avenue Clothier.
KNOX HATS

CONFERENCE!
APRIL a, 5 and 6

DEMING.
A

Fw

Pointers About a Good Tcwn In
Southern New Mexico.
Keep your eye on iteming.
Deming baa Just been Incorporated.
Deming ahlpa over 100,000 head of cattle
annually; la the center of the areateat
breeding region in the aouthweat and cat
tlemen all, know thla.
Deming-- the coming city of Naw Mex

ico.
Deming has a marnlflcent school sys
tem.
iteming, the railroad center t New
Mexico.
Demlnr, the gateway to the beat part of
Old Mexico.
Dentins--, the scat of the new county of

iuna.

Deming la the great mining center of
tn aouthweat.
Deming! Don't averlook It If you are
looking (or a safe and paying Investment
Deming water la chemically pure-equ-

The Denver Rio
Grande System..

r,

Stop-over-

mo

qrande agent

(ffLOUDCROFT

-

ATTWRa-lTVfWT- T

THE ARCADE

pat-ron- s

We
Never
Disappoint

ot-O- ve

fUlORRflORl

MEN'S SUITS

to Polan springs.
Deming haa Increased (0 per cent in population In four years.
Deming water and pure ozone make
strong and healthy people.
Investments In Deming .ota will double
and treble In one year.
Deming has now a large Ice plant and
electric light system under contract
in Deming the demand for rental
SEVERE ATTACK OF GRIP
houses la five times In excesa of the auppiy.
Cured by One Bottle of Chamberlain's
Deming haa in abundance of water for
Cough Remedy.
Irrigating vineyards, orchards, or gar.
"When I haa an aitacic of the grip dena.
uuy lots ana build In Deming. Tour
last winter (the second one) I actually
cured myself with one bottle of Cham- rental returns will be 20 per cent on the
berlains Cough Remedy," says Frank investment.
In Deming good
loans can be Lad
W. Perry, editor of the Enteprlse, of at better rates thansafe
In the old established
Shortsvllle, N. Y. "This Is the honest towns.
truth. I at times kept from couehlnir At Deming you can buy lots at 9100
myself to pieces by taking a teaspoon- - which will pay you 100 per cent In less
iui or tnis remedy, and when the cough- than twelve months.
In Deming another good hotel Is needed
ing spell would come on at nieht t
accommodate the enormous Increase of
would take a dose and It seemed that to
population.
in the briefest
Interval the cough
Drmlng Is a great health
has no
would pass Off and I would ea in ulepn superior in climate for theresult
cure of pulperfectly free from cough and its ac monary troubles.
Deming will be the great smelter center.
companying pains. To say that the
remedy acted as a most agreeable sur- Two large plants will be Installed within
prise Is putting it very mildly. I had the year.
Why buy high priced lots when you can
no idea that It would or ennlil tnr.rlt
MELIIMI
SANTA FE.
out the grip, simply because I had get thera In Deming cheap now, with cerCLOUDCROrr" me
jvmmeu
tain advance assured?
WHOLESALE LIQLTRS A CIGAR8 From the New Mexican.
never tried u lor sucn a purpose, but it
TB CKtAT SWTUWtJT
Agricultural
In
Deming
lands
unsurare
BEA.CIULD
DIBtXTT BY TUB TKAINS
Santa Fe Tribe, No. 19, Order of Im did, and It stf n.o with the second at passed
for fertility, production of fruits
We candle everything .a uur line
proved Red Men, was duly organized tack of coughing
vegetables of all kinds.
the
remedy
and
it
caused
JI57IM
Distillers Agents
in this city and the following officers to not only be or lesn duration, but the
Deming offers the same opportunities
Special distributors Taylor & Williams were elected for the first term: John pains
were far It ss severe, and I had now that the moat prosperous cities in the
Louisville, Kentucky.
R. McFie, prophet; .Allen R. McCord, not used the contents of one
offered several years ago.
bottle be- - west
Oat Xoualss
Deming needs one hundred new houses COUPON TICKET
worthy sachem; H. B. Phillips, senior tore Mr. Grip had bid me adieu." For
to
supply the demand, and needs theva
Albuquerque, N, M, sagamore; Dr. C. N. Lord, Junior saga- - eale by all druggets.
01
"l
ItA. CI mJa avmiT7jju jyjtch
now. This demand continues to grow.

Q. Badaracco

Electrical Work.
Nash, corner of Lead avenue and
Second street, contractor and dealer
in all kinds of electrical appliances.
Electric door hells, chandallers and
fancy shades, burglar alarms, fans
and motors, and special wiring. Automatic 'phone 401.
M

& EAKIN

SRTJr

1

pmata

U

Atft

rLFASO. TTXAS.

que, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.

Fine Crockery.
line of the celebrated Charles
Meaken and other noted Lrand3 Just
received and you will be surprised to
see how cheaply you can buy them. W.
V. Futrelle Furniture Co., corner Second street and Gold avenue.
A fine

FRENCH TANSY WAFERC.
Ladles can depend upon secuiii
permanent relief from Irregular
palaful periods by using these wafer
Safe and sure at all times.
Avoid worthless substitutes by pur
chasing only from our agent.
Paris Toilet Co., Lowell, Mass.. Im
porters.
W. Y. Walton, prescription druggist.
corner Railroad avenue and Third
street, Albuquerque, N. M.. sole agent
for Bernalillo count?..
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Oxfords for Easter
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merits and local notices in a paper with
a well established circulation. The
boy who stole the wheel had read the
notice, saw visions of Jail life, and
brought forth the hldd n Icycle.
I

Illl.o,

0

0

PARAGRAPHS

SOIOIIIKCtd
Simon
the Laguna merchant,

fell
I
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Our Spring line of Ladie's low shoes is ready
for your inspection. We show the latest styles
in TatentKid and Dongola, with heavy or light
sole., Opera. Military or French heels, They
combine the highest type of shoemaking, artistic designing, elegant finish and superior fit- -,
ting, quality, materials, models and making aje
us show them to you
perfect.

W. V. Womn, V. It. 3.. dental Sur- -Is In the city.
geon Santa Fe Pacific Railroad, G:aiit
A. R. Troy and wife, from Now York Llock. Both 'phones.
o
city, are In the territorial metropolis,
Boston Art Club Exhibit.
and will remain a few days.
Boston, Mass., April X The sixty- F. D. Derby and wife, popular folks eighth
the Boston Art club
from Cleveland, O., are here on a vl. it opened exhlbltlonof
today and will continue until
to the territorial metropolis.
the end of the month. The display
K. O. Utley and Spencer Balcomb, comprises
original works In water
interested In enterprises at Algodones, color color, pastel ami Mack and white.
on
today
business.
city
are In the
Pennsylvania Virginia Debate.
Half a dozen bill boards of the HudPhiladelphia, Pa., April 3 A debate
son Bill Posting company succumbed
to the wind of yesterday afternoon.
between representatives of the univer
California limited No. 3, due here at sity of Virginia and the University of
10:40 this morning, was three hours Pennsylvania takes nlace tonight In
late on account of a freight blockade Houston Hall and considerable Inter
est Is manifested. Pennsylvania will
near Lamy.
The front windows of the clothing support the affirmative and Virginia

Early

g

Season

I

Novelties...

I

IPO AM
WORTHY

OF CONSIDERATION

VSHY
'.k

J.
.m dr

ISTfWi

.'.W,

are Hall & Learnard in a position to give the best
quality and values in the southwest? Twelve years
experience has taught them how to buy at the greatest discounts (quality considered) offered dealers who
buy for cash and in carload lots.

ANOTHER CAR LOAD
of

the

high-gra-

de

Chickering Bros. Tianos just

re-

store of K. I.. Washburn & Co. are pret the negative side ot the question.
ceived. Prospective piano purchasers and lovers of
tily arranged with some extra nice "Resolved, That In the settlement of
music are invited to call and inspect them.
disputes concerning wages and hours
Easter ncvelties.
0
to
justified
are
employers
work
of
Supervis: r Wright, ci the Indian
PATENT KID OXFORDS FROM
schools, who i3 iere in charge of the make agreements with labor unions of
local school, was a visitor at the Coch-it- l which a majority of their employes
3.50
93.00
are members."
village yesterday.
0
Mrs. C. M. Halloway, who, for the
In- A new upright piano for rent,
THE SQUARE MUSIC DEALERS
past two weeks, has been at the Alva-radALBUQUKRQUST, M. M.
Co.
quire
Music
at
The
Whltson
2
on
No.
left
yesterday for her
OXFORDS
FROM
KID
VICI
o
home In Cincinnati. O.
Attend the Presbyterian church ba
'i, - ;q
?2.25 to 93.OO
William Z. MoDonnld of Columbus,
0
O.. secretary of the American Consoli- zaar tonipht at No. 311 Wett Railroad
building
dated Copper company, came In from avenue. The damage to the
light
was
by
so
yesterday
the
wind
0
Lordsburg this morning.
DONGOLA OXFORDS FROM
charge
Ben Digneo, of The Citizen force. Is that the plans of the ladies In
0
receiving the congratulations of his of the bazaar will not be Interfered
91.50 to 92.OO
be held as
friends today the event being his sev- with, and the bazaar will
GOVERNOR OTERO signs the OSTEOPATHIC BILL,
Come
and
previously
announced.
enteenth birthday anniversary.
introduced by Doctor Conner of this city, permitting to GradIce cream
your
bring
along
friends.
Ignaclo M. Perea, one of the river
Cwright idJ Wf
uates of recognized Osteopathic colleges to practice In New Mexico.
cake
served.
and
commissioners of Sandoval county, has
"FRESH NEW LAID EGGS FOR
o
The legal fight is over and Dr. Conner will still be found in his office for
been appointed deputy assessor of that
SATURDAY'8 SPECIAL SALE.
BREAKFAST EVERY MORNING" county by Assessor V. S. Mlera.
the practice of Osteopathy medicine and Surgery.
25c
The Easter window display at M. 2 3 lb. cans of hominy
10c
Mandcll's clothing store on Railroad Three pound cans of apples
We are pleased to announce
are almost possible If you get your avenue
11c
is much admired. The decora- Strained honey In Jeliy glass
the receipt of a shipment of
supply at Cell's. "Back number hen tions are the work of John Ollphant.
2
t
Pkgs celluloid starch. .. .15c
specially-mad- e
novelties In new
fruit" has no place here. Freshness
There will be a regular meeting of 1 pkg Ralston health flour and 1
fabrics and deand
even5,
S.,
O.
25c
E.
chapter
No.
this
pl;g buckwheat flour
characterizes our dairy products, too Adah
By order of 2 pound can of cottolene
25c
signs in Men's Clothing. These
butter, cheese and the like. We sell ing, April 3, at 7:30.
10c
Worthy Matron Laura Fluke, secre- Onal elass dish filled with jelly
are representative of the best
such quantities that nothing has a tary.
Opal glass stein filled with baking
of the designers, and we
work
chance to get stale.
10c
Miss Edna Frank, daughter of A. J.
powder
believe
that no other concern
Algo1 gallon good syrup
43c
Frank, was here yesterday from
will be able to offer such at50c
dones. The young lady has many 3 dozen strictly fresh eggs
30c
friends here, who are always pleased Newton creamery butter
tractive styles at such low
Successor to J. L. Bell & Co.
to see her.
t
pkgs washing powder. ..10c
3
low prices. We Invite you to see
Tne ladies of the Woman's Christian
We are making very low prices on
.Nos. 118 and 120 South Second St.
them.
Temperance Union held a very Inter- screen doors, wire screen, poultry wire
Low prices for fine quality is
esting meeting this afternoon at the and spring hinges. Now is the time to
our specialty.
residence of Mrs. Houghton, West At- buy lawn grass fertilizer, we carry the
lantic avenue.
best.
J. II. Bearrup, president of the Rio
DOROTHY DODD SHOES
THE MAZE,
Grande Woolen mills and the AlbuWM. KIEKE, Proprietor.
....PRICE RANGE....
querque wool scouring mills, left this
o
Best Grades...
ALL STYLES
morning on delayed passenger train
Everybody Invited- - to attend the
are built upon specifications furnished
Presbyterian church bazaar at No. 311
No. 7 for Flagstaff.
Cctton add Rubber
The wreckage of the fallen north West Railroad avenue tonight.
by a woman who has made a study of
wall of the Armijo building occupied
Carden Hose
woman's requirements. They are a
by the Roosevelt house is not quite as
great
thought.
was
as
The
loss
first
woman's Idea of a perfect shoe, re
One of 0'JUeTrj',& Co.'s dusters will
W us mJ..to about $200.
out.
knockt
markable for dttmwtfve beauty and
Hose Nozzles
Arbor Day id 'toljLftjihserved at the
T aultless fit. For sale by
I AX
Albuquerque Indian schooTsrSW-Don't forget Mrs: Berry's dance
siJ 1
Lawn
ercises lasted the greater part of the comes off at Orchestrion hall Saturday 2
entire day. A large number of trees night. The hall floor Is In fine shape
Lawn Rakes
TMK RAILROAD AVeN UK
were planted by the pupils.
and the dancing lovely.
O. P. Hovey, the probate clerk of
Remember the Prenbyterlan church
from
Sandoval county, drove do-COHPLETE 'fcLINE OF
Sandoval, up the river, this morning. bazaar at No. 311 West Railroad ave
nue tonight.
county
the
seat
of
He
to
the
returned
QARDE N TOOLS.
Oppssite Postoffiee.
224 South Second St.
o
Dissolution.
tew county this afternoon.
of
Notice
YOU CAN, OF COURSE,
Rev. A. P. Morrison, superintendent
The Arm of J, L. Bell & Co., doing
you want
of missions of the Methodist Episco- buy bread anywhere, but Ifhome-madon Second street, has this
business
MONEY TO LOAN.
pal church In this territory, left this good, light,
day been dissolved by mutual consent,
pies
or
cakes,
rolls,
biscuits,
morning for Las Vegas and Santa Fe. bread,
The remaining
J. L. Bell retiring.
On diamonds, watenes, etc., or any
this Is the place. You cannot buy such member, F. F. Trotter, will conduct
0. W. STRONG & SONS,
He will be absent several days.
good security; also househoM goods
anywhere else. You will
Ed Lavelle, who was In charge of an as we bake
said business In the future; will col
cored with, me; strictly confidential.
find everything that we bake the best. lect all outstanding debts and assume
gang
Highest cash price paid for household
on
Santa
extra
workmen
the
of
run a modem Hospital Amquality.
for
the
lowest
prices
the
loodi. Automatic 'phone 120.
all liabilities.
Fe Pacific In Skull Valley, Arizona, Our
WOMAN'S EXCHANGE,
T. A. WHITTEM, 114 Gold avenue.
bulance Day and Night
.
J. L. BELL.
Is In the city and will probably go to
323 South Second street; Bell 'phone
F. F. TROTTER.
work on the Albuquerque Eastern.
HONEY.
Mrs. Rodey Is In receipt of a tele A15.
n
The firm of i. L. Bell & Co. have
A CO pound can of the lest extracted
Prompt and Careful Service
gram from her husband, Delegate B. S.
Don't forget Mrs. Berry's dance enloved a most excellent trade, for
honey for $4.00; 13 pounds for $1.00.
Rodey, to the effect that he will leave comes oft at Orchestrion hall Saturday
obligations, and
W. P. Allen, P. O. Box 202.
Washington today for this city, expect night. The hall floor Is In fine shape vhlch I am under
As the result of a bargain purchase,
my thanks for same
extend
to
wish
o
BOTH PHONES.
ing to arrive here on next Monday eve- and the darning lovely.
Wishing
the
patrons.
many
our
to
we can offer you four straight ten
ning.
North Second 8t
t .Subscribe for Theo Citizen.
ror me reiumuiu8
patronage
same
Presbyterian
of
the
cents.
Jemea
ladies
The
cent cigars for twenty-fiv- e
Word comes from the famous
marke. on
I remain, yours truly.
"Look Into Kletnwort's
wiU give an Easter social Fri member,
well
Block,
church
B.
springs
the
J.
hot
that
nicest
He
has
the
"North Third street
J. L. BELU
known and popular hotel keeper, Is day afternoon and evening at 311 West
o
fresh meals la the city.
stocks,
Handmade
avenue.
manager
a
Railroad
to
Blondin,
making
entertain
preparations
A.
Joseph
See
McSPADDEN-SPRINGEOLIVES, PRESERVES
good crowd the coming summer. These handkerchiefs and turnover collars In Pickles and table relishes; all rresn,
Alvarado Trio, for music for recepA
musical
sale.
be
for
tions, musicales, etc. Headquarters at TRANSFER COMPANY springs are among the very best in the variety will
Call and give us a
no stale goods.
country for all kinds oi diseases, and program will be given and Ice cream trial. D. WEILLER & CO.
'Hall & Learnard's.
Vou will not feel satisfied with your
they should be well patronized by the and cake will be served. Don't forget
o
HAUL ANYTHING
the time and place.
new Easter dress and bonnet if you
Invalids.
Notice.
n
Moving
a
Specialty.
Piano
fall to get properly shod. We have
The Congregational Association of
The Electric Light & Power com
There will be dancing at Orchestrion
SSBSMBMMBBBMSBSBSSBBSSHBaSBHSaSBBSHBBBSBMSBMSBBSi
New Mexico will convene in the Conpany desires to announce having turnJust received our new line of spring
night.
Saturday
hall
Colo. Phone 48 gregational church tonight at 7:30. Ser- Oxfords and are sure we can please Auto. Phone 297
ed over all wiring fixtures and elecyou, both in style and price. Call and
man by Rev. George Leo Patterson
The Dl Mauro concert which is to trical supplies and all repair work to
Morning, arternoon ana be eiven on the 14th of April at the Mr. Nash and request their patrons to
of Gallup.
examine them at C. May's Popular
Kodol ftysiwpsfo
evening sessions Saturday and Sun Colombo ball will be with the fine or apply to him for all this class of work.
Triced Shoe Store, 208 West Railroad
M. NASH,
day. The public Is cordially Invited. chestra consisting of fourteen pieces,
avenue.
Sermon Saturday night by Hev. 1. it. The singing will be contributed by the
Corner Lead avenue and Second
Overton.
best singers of the city, among whom street; new 'phone 401.
Ot. "if ygu want to know what Btyliah men will wear this Season. asic 19
at the fair are Miss Taylor, contralto; Miss
Sunday afternoon,
ij
company, Albu
nobby
cloths."
see
Stein Block
to
The Meyers-Abe- l
grounds in the old town, there will be Houghton, also contralto; Mrs Cuneo,
maue nrinuB- nave
M.,
querque,
N.
the
between
ball
game
of
base
Mr.
Thom
Cruess,
another
Mrs. Wendell, Mrs.
.iV;:-i.'i5:w,
91 If
-vor tne iam- distribution
the
menta
for
Fe
Santa
Tigers
the
and
Old Town
as, baritone; Miss Damiano, pianist;
' Missouri's I
of
"Mayflower"
brand
game
will
be
oua
Pacific shop boys, and the
Mihs Hunton. also pianist, and Miss
part of tne
hotly contested. There will be an ad Pratt, pianist:
Miss Blanche Reed, Best Bottled Beer" In this
country, and will be pleased to iurnisu
mission fee of 25 cents charged for pianist.
this beer to all lovers of a high grade
gentlemen, but all ladies will be ad
Saturday ni ;ht dance at Orchestrion hon and malt beer, brewed and bottled
mitted free.
by the Imperial Brewing company, in
As has been previously announced hull.
Everyone knows that the Stein
company
Have You Seen That Caa of
Missouri. The Meyers-Abe- l
beating
and
columns,
the
In
these
Block Co. make the finest
FURNISHED ROOMS.
will be pleased to quote riices on in
contract for the handsome
plumbing
Fine Mechanical Tcols
with- quiry.
Suits and Overcoats on
new Barnett building was let to Whit for light housekeeping, with or
Minneapolis
Inquire
at
by
o
board.
out
are
tailored
They
market.
the
ney company. Matters in tne nesting
on
Flower Concert.
in Our Window
contract progressed so finely that the House, between Hnning and Coal,
hand cut by expert cutter
The Home Missionary society of the
street.
Second
yesposition
placed
in
were
radiators
have more style and individualwill give a flower
church
Avenue
o
Lead
terday afternoon, and thU morning, as
There w ill be dancing at Orcuestrhm concert at the public library hall on
a test, the furnace was fired. The
We Also Carry a Larg Stoc k of
Saturday night.
Thursday, April 16. Come and near
ity than most custom made garhall
throughsteam was generated evenly
o
the flowers stng.
mentsworsteds, Casslmeres
out all the radiators, showing that
Mesa Resort
mistake
no
made
and cheviot- sLaDlere
north
Architect
TEAS AND" COFFEES.
Three miles from town, Just
Vmio tn excel, few to equal. Call on
when he gave the contract to Whitney of Mountain road. Covered wagon up
and
918.00 to92S.OO
company.
and back every day. Tent room with D. Weiller & Co., Gold avenue grocers.
The Citizen announced the fact that best of water or board and lodging;
some one had appropriated the bicyc le terms reasonable. For particulars in
MONEYIOLOAN
rm
New Lino of Mother's
lielnnifinir to little Miss Edith Childers quire this office.
4.Ut- - MM
pri
Lee's
Lou
from the front of Miss
Friend Boys' Waists and
On diamonds, watches or any good
after the j Saturday night dance at Oicbestiiou
vate school. Halt ...an . hour
.
.
Great bargains m watcnes
security.
i .
i
ii
Shirts.
nan.
oaner appeared wuu iub umu
ef every description.
found
was
wheel
the
advertisement
A. H. YANOW
1U VVLsl I ws- shidden In a pile of hay in a barn on
209 South Second street, a few doors
DeVlriH's
Hunlng avenue. Another evidence that
north oX postomce.
For Pi!es, E;jrr.3? Soros
it pays to place your display advertise.
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HALL & LEARNARD

i-

mm

Cicm m il Satft

Specialty Osteopathy

ten-cen-

J.

F. F. TROTTER

POST

& CO.

HARDWARE

five-cen-

cumMMBMaHaassasii

$10 to 20

DUStT OUST!

SIMON
STERN

V

lowers

CLOTHIER

Muensterman

well-bake-

e

Smokers

.

201-21-

1

R

Goods

4 for 25 cents

Clear Havana

Cure

Don't

Postal Pharmacy

Hesitate!
ready-to-we-

Carpenters' Tools
Builders' Hardware

-

Albuquerque Hardware Company

wi

I

E. L. WASHBURN

M SnUo

